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Abstract

A Fountain Code Forward Error

Correction Strategy for SensLAB

Applications

J. du Toit

Thesis: BEng (E and E)

April 2014

The discovery of sparse graph codes, used in forward error correction strate-
gies, has had an unrivaled impact on Information theory over the past decade.
A recent advancement in this �eld, called Fountain codes, have gained much
attention due to its intelligent rate adaptivity, and lend itself to applications
such as multicasting and broadcasting networks. These particular properties
can be considered valuable in a wireless sensor network setting as it is capa-
ble of providing forward error correction, and the added conceptual network
protocol related extensions.

A wireless sensor network testbed in France, called SensLAB, provides an
experimental facility for researchers to develop and evaluate sensor network
protocols, aside from a simulation environment. Tremendous value can be
added to the SensLAB community if an appropriate forward error correction
design, such as Fountain codes, is deemed feasible for use on such a platform.

This thesis investigates the use of Fountain codes, in a binary erasure chan-
nel environment, as a forward error correction strategy for the distribution of
reliable data content over the SensLAB platform. A short message length LT
code using two di�erent decoding mechanisms were developed and evaluated
for possible implementation. Furthermore, a short message length Raptor code
was developed by using supplementary theory and optimisation techniques
that permit scalability in terms of the message size. The results favoured the
Raptor code design as it performs close to near optimal while still satisfying
the rateless- and universality property, at low computational complexity.
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Uittreksel

A Fountain Code Forward Error

Correction Strategy for SensLAB

Applications

J. du Toit

Tesis: BIng (E en E)

April 2014

Die ontdekking van yl-gra�ekkodes, van toepassing op foutkorreksie stra-
tegieë, het onlangs 'n ongeewenaarde impak op Informasieteorie gehad. In 'n
onlangse vooruitgang in hierdie veld, genoem Fonteinkodes, word daar meer
fokus geplaas op die intelligente tempo aanpassingsvermoë van hierdie kodes,
wat nuttige toepassing kan inhou in multi-saai- en uitsaai netwerke. Hierdie
eienskappe kan moontlik as waardevol beskou word in draadlose sensor net-
werke weens die fout regstellingsvermoë en die bykomende konseptuele netwerk
protokol verwante uitbreidings.

'n Draadlose sensor netwerk toetsplatvorm in Frankryk, genoem die Sen-
sLAB, bied navorsers die geleentheid om eksperimentele sensor netwerk pro-
tokolle te ontwikkel en te toets buite 'n tipiese simulasie-omgewing. Groot
waarde kan bygevoeg word aan die SensLAB gemeenskap indien 'n geskikte
foutkorreksie strategie ontwikkel word, soos Fonteinkodes, en as geskik beskou
kan word vir hierdie platvorm.

In hierdie tesis word Fontein kodes saam met die SensLAB platvorm onder-
soek, binne die raamwerk van 'n binêre verlieskanaal, om vir foutkorreksie oor
die verspreiding van betroubare data in SensLAB op te tree. 'n Kort boodskap
LT kode word voorgestel deur van twee verskillende dekoderings meganismes
gebruik te maak.'n Alternatief, genaamd Raptorkode, was ook ondersoek. 'n
Raptor kode. 'n Kort boodskap Raptor kode, wat ontwikkel is met bykomende
teorie en optimeringstegnieke, word ook voorgestel. Die bykomende tegnieke
bied 'n skaleerbare boodskap lengte terwyl dit tempoloos en universeel bly, en
lae kompleksiteit bied.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Sensor networks received major popularity from a broad spectrum of research
disciplines over the past decade, moreover from the Information theory com-
munity. This is accentuated by the growing interest for new insights obtained
from the data captured by these sensors. The application of advanced applied
statistics, such asMachine Learning, has revolutionised the way we think about
data and as such in�uenced the perception of data aggregation methodologies
by many scientists today. A large number of discrete sensor nodes, capable
of recording data, can be organised and connected via networks composed of
several hundred to several thousand entities. The captured data can comprise
of measurements ranging from temperature, humidity ratios, luminosity, veloc-
ity, acceleration, seismic waves, water levels, electricity usage, and many other
essential features capable of shaping our understanding of the world. Con-
ceptually, the learning algorithms combined with this data seem eminently
suitable for the discovery of new knowledge in disciplines such as: Oceanogra-
phy, Epidemiology, Environmental studies, Geomatics; and even vehicle tra�c
and energy monitoring for future Smart homes and Smart grid technologies,
to name a few [1].

In 2008 a wireless sensor grid testbed, called SensLAB, was developed by
academia and industry partners in France. It provides a competitive and in-
novative experimental facility for researchers and industrial users interested in
designing and evaluating large-scale sensor network applications. Stellenbosch
University was selected, among others, to participate in a wide range of joint
projects in collaboration with INRIA, a French public science and technology
research institution, which is one of the four hosts of the SensLAB platform.

The platform infrastructure comprises of more than a thousand sensor
nodes at four di�erent geographical locations, and allows for experiments to be
carried out, which can validate the algorithms in actual hardware, aside from a
simulation environment. SensLAB members actively participate in developing

1
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

tools for the platform mainly in an e�ort to improve node energy consump-
tion and manage information propagation by means of network coding. Until
now modern strategies enabling reliable communication between these nodes
have not been researched for application in SensLAB. It is, however, impor-
tant that these strategies be evaluated and made available for the platform,
as the testbed is widely used for industrial and scienti�c research projects, as
a precursor to wider application.

Users of this platform is provided with a wide range of software tools to use
in order to reinforce their designs, compilations and simulations. These services
are open to the public through an open access multi-user web-portal where
scripts can be uploaded to the platform over the internet, and results from
the experiments downloaded after execution. As a result SensLAB have seen
many developed packages and tools from a dedicated SensLAB community.

The platform is distributed among four host countries in France namely:
INRIA Lille - Nord Europe, Strasbourg- LSiiT, INRIA Grenoble - Rhône-
Alpes, and INRIA Rennes - Bretagne Atlantique. Each site hosts 256 sensor
nodes with di�erent characteristics in order to diversify application develop-
ment. All experimental data is collected and stored during an experiment to
support subsequent analyses. The value of such a technology is emphasised
by its potential to lower the entry cost of actual operational experimentation,
where conventional experimentational setups usually involve a complex and
burdensome setting (a proof-of-concept evaluation usually fails due to cost
implications and other intervening factors).

The interpretation of corrupted data, as a result of node communication er-
rors, need to be reduced or eliminated in order to avoid confusing and incorrect
statistical interpretations and to reduce simulation time on a scarce resource.
Over the past two decades there have been signi�cant advances in Information
theory, particularly in research on error correction coding, capable of remedy-
ing such concerns. Shannon's fundamental theory of information galvanised
the �eld of telecommunication by demonstrating the achievable limits for such
attempts [2]. This limit known as the Shannon capacity has been unattain-
able for long, and practically implementable coding schemes able to approach
this limit in a computationally e�cient way, have not been successful, until
comparatively recently.

Pioneers in the �eld of sparse graph coding theory have changed the way we
think about error correction and paved the way, from vigorous theoretical con-
structs to practically implementable solutions, for the development of forward
error correction coding schemes, utilisable in modern technology. Fountain
codes are a family of sparse graph codes that improve on conventional forward
error-correction codes. Rather than designing a �xed coding scheme, which is
suitable only for a speci�c noisy communication channel, the aim of Fountain
coding is to intelligently adapt to the varying or unknown channel conditions
by performing close to the Shannon capacity, at low complexity [3]. The for-
mer renders these codes rateless, in the sense that the original message can be
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 3

recovered by any aggregate of an unlimited number of independent encoded
symbols. These properties make Fountain codes particularly suitable for mul-
ticasting and broadcasting applications suitable for wireless sensor networks
where sensor nodes are exposed to di�erent channel characteristics at vary-
ing link conditions. Since Fountain coding has attained a striking momentum
in Information theory research we attempt to investigate this paradigm, and
combine its unprecedented capabilities with application to wireless sensor net-
works using the SensLAB platform. The rationale for utilising SensLAB is
that it provides an accessible, �exible and realistic test environment. If the
applicability and functionality of concepts can be proven in that setup, there
is very good reason to be con�dent about the possible success of subsequent
practical applications.

1.2 Motivation

The research team at INRIA require an investigation on advanced and robust
communication link coding techniques suitable for their SensLAB platform.
The implementation of such techniques should provide reliable communication
over the noisy channels that these sensor nodes are exposed to. The type of
research involved also required wider application in the general advancement
of forward error correction technologies.

Wireless sensor network (WSN) technologies are accompanied by new tech-
nical challenges. One such challenge is to ensure successful and complete deliv-
ery of transmission messages between nodes under independently �uctuating
link conditions. If message errors occur it can corrupt the received data, which
render post data analytics useless. Therefore, the primary challenge is to suc-
cessfully deliver error-free data between sensor nodes. Given the centrality
of this task it is equally important to be as zealous on sensor node hardware
limitations as on an error correction strategy. These nodes are rather limited
in calculation capacity, memory availability and energy consumption [4].

Until now there has been no concrete research on the application of Foun-
tain codes pertinent to the SensLAB platform and the general consent around
what variant of Fountain code to consider for such an implementation re-
mains relatively unclear. Moreover, considering the appropriate error cor-
rection scheme may allow for prominent protocol related extensions, which
traditional error correction strategies may not provide. For this reason it is
important to provide a design and testing framework in which parameters
can be adjusted to support additional implementable network strategies in
SensLAB.

In most cases a WSN environment will require the delivery of short mes-
sages (e.g. temperature or energy level measurements.). However, the liter-
ature, on highly developed Fountain codes, abounds with examples on large
message lengths, since it was rapidly extended to video streaming applications
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 4

over IP based networks [3, 5, 6, 7]. In addition, the theory seems to sug-
gest that the message length is directly proportional to the e�ciency of the
code [3]. In other words, shorter message length codes, required by WSNs,
may perform poorly and require special design. This is anticipated to be the
reason why the literature provides inadequate examples for the design of scal-
able Fountain codes speci�cally with regard to the message length. Raptor
codes represent a type of Fountain code that is typically associated with large
message lengths exhibited by popular degree distributions used in most de-
signs (see appendix A.1). Fountain codes may be preferred on WSNs for the
following reasons:

� It retains a residual one-to-many communication capability [8],

� It has intelligent rate adaptation that requires no feedback channel [3],

� It allows for low computational complexity and can be implemented over
the application layer [3, 9].

These properties needed thorough investigation as each may provide lucrative
application within the sensor node constraints.

It is implicit that the consideration for such codes on SensLAB poses much
di�culty with regard to the manifested challenges. The subject of this work is
�rst to investigate some of the literature on Fountain codes. This is followed by
the design, analyses, and comparison of candidate schemes over a channel that
approximates the SensLAB communication environment, while providing a
scalable design. The result of such work should provide corroborating evidence
for, or against, the Fountain coding ideal in SensLAB applications.

1.3 Research Objectives

The primary objective of this thesis is to investigate the feasibility of Fountain
codes as a forward error correction strategy for SensLAB implementation gen-
eralised to wireless sensor networks. A simulation environment is considered
in order to help determine the operational status and performance of the error
correction strategy by modelling the appropriate conditions and by allowing
parameter optimisation. Test cases should be identi�ed in which di�erent de-
coding approaches and di�erent message lengths can be compared in order to
identify a viable candidate strategy. This can be accomplished by designing,
evaluating and comparing di�erent candidate Fountain codes in a simulated
environment, which approximates the SensLAB infrastructure. Ultimately an
illustration of their expected behaviour, performance comparison and limita-
tions is required to validate the feasibility of each candidate code in SensLAB.
Providing a framework of the design steps and algorithms is important, since
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the researchers at INRIA will need the design procedure when embedding the
codes into the actual hardware.

The major theme of this work attempts to answer the following questions:

� What is the Fountain coding paradigm?

� Can such codes be extended to, or even considered for, the SensLAB
platform? This is an important potential outcome, a�ecting future im-
plementations on the platform.

We should answer these questions by investigating the supporting theory,
develop appropriate coding strategies, test each code in simulation over es-
timated channel conditions and further evaluate the results with regard to
SensLAB implementation. We should highlight the main concepts formally
by presenting a comprehensive literature study on the evolution of Fountain
codes in order to determine any possible practical shortcomings that may orig-
inate from the theory. Additionally, this will engage and direct the reader in
understanding the results and rationale behind Fountain codes, and evidently
its adoption and bene�t for the SensLAB research platform, with the possible
subsequent wider applications. The following section will explain the method-
ology and elaborate on the main objectives.

1.4 Research Methodology

We �rst investigate the capabilities of the sensor node hardware, and then
derive a channel model. We then study the fundamental theory on channel
modelling and forward error correction codes, in particular Fountain codes,
and identify bene�cial code properties and subsequent algorithms that may
contribute to our objective. These properties and algorithms may be used to
reinforce scalability in the candidate codes. A scalable design is required so
that SensLAB researchers have access to the important parameter selections.
Results from these codes re�ecting the expected theoretical performance should
also be presented. For convenience the research methodology can be divided
into the following key objectives:

1. An investigation of the SensLAB platform and its hardware and software
limitations.

2. A study of the fundamental theory and derivation on channel models.

3. The identi�cation of an appropriate channel model for the SensLAB.

4. The identi�cation of an e�cient error-correction scheme for SensLAB.

5. A thorough investigation of the theoretical underpinnings of Fountain
codes.
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6. The identi�cation of candidate Fountain codes conforming to the SensLAB
criterion.

7. The consideration of software tools capable of creating the design frame-
work and testing environment.

8. The design and evaluation of the candidate Fountain codes over the
selected channel model.

Matlab is a numeric computing environment o�ering useful features (e.g.
advanced matrix manipulations, random number generators, modular algo-
rithm implementation, and plotting functionality). In addition, it includes
built in functions and extra toolboxes that can simultaneously bene�t the de-
sign cycle and reduce design time. For these reasons it was considered as the
development and testing environment.

1.5 Summary of Results and Complementary

Work

The results presented in this thesis were obtained by assuming that erroneous
messages are detected and discarded by an error-detection mechanism outside
the scope of this work. It also assumes that the sensor node hardware has lim-
ited capability in capturing quanti�able signal-reception information that may
be used in other iterative soft-decision algorithms. As a result a particular
Fountain code was considered, known as an erasure resilient code. A descrip-
tion of the principles of operation of such a code and a framework for its design
was presented. Di�erent message frame sizes was considered to illustrated the
capability, e�ciency and performance of the strategy at various code lengths.

The binary erasure channel was assumed between nodes, and considered
throughout the design phase of the two Fountain codes (the LT code and the
Raptor code). Two decoding strategies were identi�ed for the LT code, Gaus-
sian elimination decoding and belief propagation decoding. Each were evaluated
and compared. For the considered strategies Gaussian elimination decoding
may provide less redundancy at higher computational complexity, while belief
propagation may provide higher redundancy at lower computational complex-
ity. The Gaussian decoder is recommended for SensLAB applications that
require very small message lengths, since the redundancy introduced by the
belief propagation decoder becomes undesirable at such lengths. Belief prop-
agation decoding is suitable for larger message lengths.

The Raptor code required the design of a small message length high-rate
irregular LDPC code, which subsequently required the design of an appropri-
ate H-matrix, which is a complex research topic on its own. Pre-developed
H-matrices with pre-de�ned rates could have been selected, however, they do
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not allow for a scalable solution in terms of code-rate, or an alternative design
in terms of the message lengths. An approximated H-matrix design algorithm,
called the progressive edge growth, was considered instead and used to design
an H-matrix for the LDPC code. Results indicated that this technique is
suitable in the design of the Raptor code for SensLAB, as the algorithm can
produce scalable and functional small message length high-rate H-matrices.
Supplementary to the H-matrix design the LT code part, in the Raptor code,
required a distinct degree distribution. A Linear programming optimisation
technique was used to design an optimal degree distribution for the Raptor
code. Subsequently, a test method known as Density evolution was used to
evaluate the designed degree distribution. Results from this evaluation method
revealed that the Linear programming optimisation technique produced a de-
gree distribution capable of functioning within its design constraints. All these
tools were used to design and evaluate the expected functionality of the dif-
ferent components in the Raptor code.

These methods were used to develop three test cases for both the LT code
and Raptor code in order to evaluate the error-correction characteristics as
a function of three di�erent message lengths. Three di�erent sized message
length codes (100, 500 and 1000), for the Raptor code, were produced with
the above mentioned summarised design methodology. Three di�erent sized
LT codes (100, 500 and 1000) were produced using standard methods. The
performance of both codes regarding overhead as a function of decoding prob-
ability, and error-correction capability over a simulated erasure channel were
tested and compared. Results indicate that the universality property and the
rateless property applies to both designed codes and at the larger message
length (1000) both codes perform closer to the Shannon capacity, which re-
�ect e�ciency in terms of overhead. The LT code's performance becomes
increasingly irregular in terms of the projected overhead (especially at lower
message lengths) and results demonstrate that a larger overhead, in terms of
encoded symbols, is required for successful decoding compared to the Raptor
code. Results from the Raptor code indicate both lower redundancy and im-
proved decoding probability, as it forms tighter bounds around the expected
overhead as a function of the decoding probability. Moreover, the Raptor code
also provides lower decoding complexity and is highly recommended as the
most feasible error-correction scheme for SensLAB.

The provided codes are well in range of SensLAB speci�cations in terms of
hardware and software capability, except for the larger LT codes that uses the
Gaussian decoder. The transceiver modem has built-in CRC detection and is
restricted to packetised binary outputs. From the available operating systems,
the Contiki OS coupled with the uIP stack seems eminently suitable to host
the designed codes. These platforms were speci�cally designed for networking
applications, is capable of threading and is well suited for memory constraint
applications. The protothread library coupled with the uIP stack allows for
UDP implementation over the application layer, or the Rime stack can al-
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low for the codes to be implemented through individual modules such as abc,
broadcast, unicast, or stunicast. These available SensLAB options may allow
for the integration of Fountain codes. Alternatively, the designed candidate
codes can be modi�ed by using the methods and techniques provided in this
thesis. The presented design framework permits this kind of scalability.

The work done under this project, can be summarised as follows:

� The identi�cation of a suitable channel model for SensLAB.

� The design of a short message length LT code usable over the estimated
channel.

� A performance comparison between two di�erent decoding strategies for
the LT code.

� The design of a short message length Raptor code usable over the esti-
mated channel.

� A performance comparison between the two codes under the estimated
channel conditions.

� A scalable message frame design framework.

The following are the supporting theoretical contributions to the project:

� The utilisation of the progressive edge growth algorithm in the H-matrix
design used for the inner LDPC code for the Raptor code design.

� The utilisation of a linear programming optimisation technique for the
degree distribution design used in the outer LT code for the Raptor code
design.

� The utilisation of Density evolution to evaluate the designed inner LT
code degree distribution for the Raptor code design.

All results were obtained within a simulated environment using Matlab.
A design framework was set up wherein all the parameters can be adjusted.
This enables the INRIA researchers to evaluate the expected performance of
the codes while tailoring it to SensLAB applications in terms of hardware
limitations, network strategies or MAC preferences. The decision to use the
progressive edge growth algorithm coupled with the linear programming opti-
misation enables the additional scalability that allows for ample design com-
binations for many networking applications. Furthermore, the design of the
Raptor code subsequently resulted in the design of a scalable LDPC code,
which can also be considered as a standalone forward error correction strategy
for SensLAB. The results for this code indicate an error correcting capability
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of up to 10% erasures at high probability (≈ 95%) in all three designs. De-
pending on the requirement for a feedback channel: the developed LDPC code
will require full ARQ capability, while the developed LT and Raptor code will
require limited or no ARQ.

1.6 Outline of Thesis

In this section, an overview is presented of the main topics considered in the
proceeding chapters. In chapter 2, a study of the SensLAB architecture and
its corresponding limitations, suitable channel models and a comprehensive
evolution of Fountain codes is presented, while focusing on LT codes and Rap-
tor codes. The main contributing theories and concepts of Fountain codes are
explained, and a background of traditional coding strategies is also discussed.

The design of two Fountain codes is presented in chapter 3. A comparison
between the Gaussian elimination and belief propagation decoding for the LT
code is also presented. In chapter 4, the performance results of three di�erent
sized LT codes and Raptor codes are illustrated. Furthermore, the e�ect of
various parameters related to the LT code and Raptor code designs is discussed
and presented. Finally, in chapter 5, the research �ndings is discussed and
summarised. The thesis is concluded by recommendations for future work.

Please note that some symbols and variables are duplicated in other sec-
tions in an attempt to follow standard notation. We refer the reader to the
nomenclature to avoid unnecessary confusion.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Background in Information Theory

The basis for the entire �eld of Information theory had its origins in the paper
by Claude Shannon in 1948 entitled "A Mathematical Theory of Communi-
cation" [2]. Shannon did most of his pioneering work during the most part
of the 1940's and 1950's when he published several papers that extended his
original idea to the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem, the Shannon-Hartley
theorem, and the fundamentals of theoretical cryptography. He is also known
for the early development of integrated circuits, computers and Arti�cial In-
telligence. The impact of his research on the real world is far more widespread
today than it was during that time. Historically, one can look back and say
Shannon created a challenge for engineers regarding digital technology.

Shannon's landmark paper bene�ts this work in terms of the described
concepts of noise over a communication system, which is still a practical issue
in modern communication systems. In the introduction section of this paper,
he wrote:

"The fundamental problem of communication is that of reproducing at one
point either exactly or approximately a message selected at another point."

Intuitively, a message can be transformed by the addition of extra "infor-
mation" in such a way that, even if the message is corrupted by noise, there
will be su�cient redundancy in it to reproduce the originally intended mes-
sage. However, this brings forth two critical design considerations from both a
theoretical and a practical orientation. What kind of redundancy mechanism is
needed, and how much redundancy will be e�ective? These questions will lead
towards the development of an appropriate forward error correcting (FEC)
coding scheme capable of realising the reconstruction process of a damaged
message to a con�dently inferred one.

According to Shannon a FEC coding scheme can be quanti�ed by an as-
signed ratio � called the information rate or coding rate. This ratio describes

10
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the portion of meaningful information within a FEC encoded message. The
qualitative question looks for actual coding schemes most e�ective with regard
to the available device resources. In this case, the SensLAB communication
systems will demand low complexity encoding and decoding algorithms that
can perform practically and e�ciently, at a high success rate. Therefore, it
is important to identify coding schemes with the largest possible information
rate, compiled with a very small probability of decoding error, and a resource
e�cient encoding and decoding algorithm.

In this study, a question under discussion is whether a FEC strategy, which
conforms to these underlying principles, can be considered for the SensLAB
platform. The focus of this work will be on a newer set of error correcting
codes, which are known to be rateless or self-adapting. For such codes the
coding rate may be non-deterministic and trivial. Conceptually, these codes
may introduce additional protocol related features to the SensLAB network
coding community.

The following sections will give a formal overview1 of the Information the-
ory fundamentals used to derive a channel model. The selected channel model
will be explained with some important implications, which will form the basis
for the rest of this research. The main theoretical premise behind such models
is the concept of Information Entropy, since the modelling of channel charac-
teristics is crucial in the design for a compensating decoding algorithm in the
FEC code.

2.1.1 Random Variables and Entropy

The introductory section of this thesis touches on the subject of quanti�able
uncertainty. Shannon wrote his master's thesis on the subject of Boolean
algebra during the late 1930's, and it is considered to be "one of the most
important master's theses ever written". This laid some of the groundwork
for his theory on Information Entropy and it will also be the subject of this
section.

In this section, we will formally introduce the concept of Information En-
tropy and its probabilistic nature with regard to channel characteristics. This
concept can be explained by considering an entity, whose value is subject to
random variation. We refer to this entity as a random variable. Consider
that we have a binary string of length n bits, each of which is chosen inde-
pendently, randomly deciding between 0 and 1; there would be 2n possible
combinations from which to choose. Therefore, n binary digits can indicate
any one of 2n possible outcomes. In this case, the uncertainty or entropy of
the binary string is de�ned to be n, since n = log2(2n), which quanti�es the
expected information contained in the string.

1It is beyond the scope of this thesis to provide complete proofs or an in-depth discussion.
Only relevant concepts are explained.
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More generally, we can say that information entropy is log2(number of
possible strings) or in other words, the number of "on or o�" states needed,
on average, to determine the outcome of an experiment [10, 11, 12].

Given a random variable X, let the possible values of X be {x1, x2, ..., xn}
and set the probability of each to pi = Pr(X = xi), for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We will
only be concerned with the probabilistic domain {p1, p2, ..., pn} and not with
the actual nature of X. As such, the entropy of X can be de�ned as follows:

H(X) =
n∑
i=1

pilog2
1

pi
= −

n∑
i=1

pilog2pi. (2.1.1)

An especially interesting and important case occurs when n = 2, when
only two possible outcomes exist for the random variable X, with probabilities
denoted by p and q = 1 − p for each case. This can be referred to as the
Binary entropy function of a Bernoulli process. For this case the entropy can
be rewritten as:

H(p) = H(p, 1− p) = plog2
1

p
+ qlog2

1

q
= −(plog2p+ qlog2q). (2.1.2)

A graph of equation 2.1.2 is shown below in �gure 2.1. In most literature this is
known as the Shannon entropy function. This quanti�es the expected "value"
of the information contained in a message. Furthermore, it portrays a mea-
sure of the information received (or uncertainty removed) upon learning the
outcome of an experiment or trial, which has just two possible outcomes [11].
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Figure 2.1: Entropy of a Bernoulli process for p and q.

The outcome is known where H(p) is 0, in either case, at p = 0 and
p = 1 the uncertainty is at its minimum. This implies that no information
is needed to describe the outcome, since the message is certain. We only
receive maximum information upon learning the outcome; when the outcome
is completely random, which occurs at p = 1

2
, and thus requires 1 bit to

communicate that message. In this case, knowledge of the outcome or message
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is completely uncertain. Entropy can therefore be a measure of translated
information, usually indicated by units called Shannon bits [2]. Shannon linked
his source entropy theorem with his noisy-channel coding theorem to produce
the channel capacity theorem, which was a ground breaking result and is also
used to derive a channel model for the SensLAB.

2.1.2 Channel Models

The primary focus of this thesis is concerned with the transmission of reliable
data over wireless sensor networks in the SensLAB environment. These net-
works represent information exchange in digital form, which means that there
are only a �nite number of possible symbols to characterise such information.
In such networks information can be passed through multiple nodes each of
which possess uniquely varying link conditions from the source to one or more
recipient nodes. These links, in information theoretical terms, are communi-
cation channels that can sustain di�erent error characteristics. The transfer
of information over such settings is a physical process and is therefore, subject
to natural occurring noise (resulting in signal degradation).

Many, if not all, books on Information theory explaining error-correction
strategies have a similar presentation of a communication channel, as shown
in �gure 2.2. This topology is a basic illustration for the �ow of information.
The data source initiates an input messages k to be encoded into x. Ulti-
mately, a generated message has an analogue or digital form and goes through
a transmitter, which can perform some operations on the signal.

The two primary operations in the transmitter architecture are physical
signal modulation and digital message encoding. Modulation2 is the process
of varying a signal in a particular way to convey a message.

Data 

Source
Encoding Modulation

Data 

Received
Decoding

Noisy 

Transmission 

Channel

Transmitter Receiver

k k*x x*
Demodulation

Figure 2.2: Transmission channel with simpli�ed transmitter and receiver
topology.

Real communication channels are non-deterministic, since errors might be
introduced into the stream of transmitted information in the presence of ran-
dom noise. Fading e�ects, shadowing, multipath and many other physical
propagation conditions can introduce random noise in such a stream. Either
signal modulation, channel coding or composite techniques are suggested to
remedy the loss of transmitted information. Before considering such techniques

2For more information on physical layer (PHY) techniques, we refer the reader to [13,
14, 15].
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it is important to consider the expected channel characteristics of the SensLAB
platform. Di�erent channel models exist, most commonly the conventional bi-
nary symmetric channel (BSC), and more recent, the binary erasure channel
(BSE).

The way a channel can be described is by the set of symbols it accepts as
inputs and the set of symbols it accepts as outputs, respectively called the in-
put and output alphabet. This is denoted by Ai and Ao. Information is in the
form of messages represented by binary digits. The presented channel models
can each be derived from Shannon's Bernoulli entropy equation, as noted in
the previous section. In accordance with the approach by Tirronen [16], the
channel models can be de�ned as follows.

De�nition 2.1: Binary symmetric channel. A binary symmetric channel
has input alphabet Ai = {0, 1} and output alphabet Ao = {0, 1}. Transmission
fails (bit �ips) with probability p, or symbols are transmitted without error with
probability 1− p.

The BSC is a simply yet elegantly de�ned channel model used by many FEC
designers, since many error characteristics can be reduced to a BSC representa-
tion. It is particularly useful to describe such error characteristics when noise
is assumed to be additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). The error probabil-
ity p can be calculated by using an appropriate complementary error function,
depending on the type of modulation used [10, 12, 13, 15]. For this model the
probability p is also known as the crossover probability. However, one short-
coming of this model is that it assumes the errors are independent, which is
however, not always the case, as the errors could occur in bursts. In addition,
the value of the output symbol is utilised within soft-decision decoding algo-
rithms. However, to support such decoding schemes probabilistic information
is required from the radio unit.

De�nition 2.2: Binary erasure channel. A binary erasure channel has in-
put alphabet Ai = {0, 1} and output alphabet Ao = {0, 1, ε}. A symbol is
transmitted correctly with probability 1−p or the output is erased, indicated by
the symbol ε, with probability p.

The BEC was �rst introduced by Elias [17] in 1955. For this channel, the
symbol ε represents the case when a message is damaged, and the value of
such a message becomes inconclusive and is discarded. Figure 2.3 depicts both
the BSC and BEC models, and also shows the conditional probabilities of pos-
sible output symbols yi given the input symbol xi. For the BEC, it is not
possible to have an inverted output (or bit �ip) symbol: in the case of an error
ε is generated as the output symbol.

In the case of the BSC, both the input and the output alphabet have the
same set of variables, which may seem simpler than the BEC model, but in
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Figure 2.3: The binary symmetric channel model (a), and the binary erasure
channel model (b).

fact is much more complicated. The complication becomes apparent since
the exact position of the error is undetermined, and should be accounted for
in other layers. Some noisy channels may also behave like erasure channels,
when entire messages are dropped after a decoder has failed to recover the
message [10].

The aim of this research is to develop a FEC coding scheme for a given
channel model that best suits the SensLAB platform. The SensLAB radio3

units do not allow for easily accessible probabilistic signal information, and
the consensus view seems to be that soft-decision algorithms will not work
well without the availability thereof. Therefore, in terms of the objectives
(1 and 2), mentioned in section 1.4, we design the FEC coding strategy for
particular implementation over the BEC and focus on utilising hard-decision
decoding algorithms instead.

In the next section, we will elaborate on the Shannon channel capacity for
each of the derived channel models to highlight their theoretical performance
di�erences. This will give us an idea on how to approach the channel coding
strategy and more importantly the decoding algorithm for the BEC.

2.1.3 Shannon Channel Capacity

So far we have discussed and formulated two channel models and now need
to investigate the expected theoretical performance of each. A performance
upper bound (channel capacity) can be obtained by using Shannon's noisy-
channel coding theorem. This is an indication of the limiting information rate
achievable by any attempted FEC code at arbitrarily small error probability.
In operational terms, we are interested in �nding ways of using the channel in
such a way that all communicated bits are recovered with negligible probability

3More detail on the radio unit hardware architecture will follow in section 3.2.
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of error at the highest possible data rate. We can use this measure as an
indication of how well our designs perform.

The two presented channel models are assumed to be restricted to a discrete
memoryless random binary source of input X over a channel Γ, with output
Y . For each x in X there is an output y in Y , determined by the forward
probabilities Pr(y|x). If these probabilities stay unchanged over time and
are independent, i.e., they correspond to independent random variables, the
channel is called memoryless.

By calculating the joint probability the capacity of the channel can be
de�ned as: Capacity = maxPr(X)I(X : Y ), where Pr(X) denotes the prob-
ability distribution of the input X. The channel capacity can be de�ned as
the maximum mutual information between the input and the output. In other
words, we take the maximum over all possible input probability distributions,
Pr(X), of the mutual information I(X : Y ). By applying this argument to the
previously discussed channel models, the capacity for each is given as follows:

From De�nition 2.1 the BSC capacity can be calculated by letting p equal
the error probability. If x denotes the probability that 0 is input, 1 − x is
the probability that 1 is input. Therefore, from the entropy as calculated in
equation 2.1.2 we have:

H(p) = −(xlog2x+ (1− x)log2(1− x)). (2.1.3)

Setting q = 1−p, the probability that a zero is output is x(1−p)+(1−x)p =
α and the probability that a one is output is (1−x)(1−p)+xp = β. Therefore,
equation 2.1.3 can be rewritten to H(y) = H(α, β) = −(αlog2α+βlog2β). All
possible values for (X, Y ) are {(x, y)} = {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1)}. Then by
rewriting each of the conditional probabilities we obtain: H(X, Y ) = H(x(1−
p), xp, (1− x)p, (1− x)(1− p)), and can then express the mutual information
shown in equation 2.1.4, where H(p) is the binary entropy function stated
previously.

I(X, Y ) = 1 + plog2p+ qlog2q = 1−H(p) (2.1.4)

When p = 1
2
, the channel is purely random and the capacity C = 0. If the

channel is completely reliable (p = 0) or completely unreliable (p = 1), the
capacity is at maximum C = 1. This capacity demonstrates the upper bound
to accurate communication over the BSC channel.

From De�nition 2.2 the BEC capacity can be calculated similarly by using
the same equations and reasoning above. It can be shown to have the linear
relationship, C = 1− p.

The maximum amount of information that can be transferred through the
two di�erent channels is indicated in �gure 2.4 below. The complete proofs
can be found in [10, 11].

The capacity of the BSC compared to the BEC in �gure 2.4 indicates that,
for p > 0.5, the BSC transfers more bits incorrectly than correctly, since the
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Figure 2.4: Capacities of the binary symmetric channel and binary erasure
channel.

information gets inverted with probability 1 − p. For 0 < p ≤ 0.5, the BEC
capacity exceeds that of the BSC.

By careful examination it can be argued that corrupted binary information
is still useful and should not be discarded (as random guessing may produce
correct results half of the time), as is the case in the BEC model. As a rebuttal
to this point, it can be shown by example that a soft-decision decoding scheme
in a simple Hamming (7,4) code is capable of correcting up to two errors,
while the same algorithm coupled with hard-decision decoding is capable of
�xing only one. For such a case the channel noise can be assumed AWGN and
the model a BSC model. There is no doubt that the BSC has its advantages
in this regard. However, it should be coupled with an appropriate decoding
scheme over lower layers supporting its output alphabet in order to realise such
capabilities.

This graph gives us an idea of the expected capacity and behaviour between
the two di�erent channel models as a function of the expected error probability.
In the case of the BEC, information of error positions is of great importance
for the decoding process, unlike soft-decision decoders using error probability
generally implemented over the BSC models. The BEC coding schemes are
normally referred to as erasure-resilient codes. These codes and their available
reliability assuring mechanisms, will be the topic of the next section.

2.1.4 Objectives of Channel Coding

There are two main strategies to consider regarding channel coding. One such
strategy comprises a process that requires allocating extra bits (controlled re-
dundancy) to the original message, which is used to reconstruct the damaged
bits within it. This strategy is known as forward error correction (FEC) and
is known to add a coding gain to an un-coded system (measured in bit er-
ror rate). The other popular strategy is known as automatic repeat-request
(ARQ), and instead sends a resend request to the transmitter if an error is
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detected. Combined FEC and ARQ solutions are normally used in practice if
a feedback channel exists. Although feedback is required for reliable commu-
nication, we are particularly interested in utilising a FEC strategy without it,
in an e�ort to preserve the sensor node resources.

With every channel we can associate a channel capacity C. This capacity
de�nes the rate R, at which reliable communication can be obtained, such that
information can be transmitted across a channel, at rates less than C, with
an arbitrarily small error probability [10, 12]. Shannon's noisy-channel coding
theorem can be formulated as follows:

Theorem 1: Associated with each discrete memoryless channel, there is a
non-negative number C (channel capacity) with the following property: For
any ε > 0 and R < C, there exists a block code of length N and rate ≥ R
and a decoding algorithm, such that the maximal probability of block error is
smaller than ε.

Shannon hereby proved that the reliability of communication is not only de-
pendent on the noise, but that reliable communication can be obtained within
the capacity of a channel, by adding an appropriate channel code. From this
theorem it is clear that each coding scheme can be assigned to a certain infor-
mation rate, which states, in a natural way, what fraction of the transmitted
information is useful.

The most important capacity approaching property of erasure-resilient codes
is the number of output symbols it requires to recover the original message �
where any portion of the encoding equal to the length of the message is suf-
�cient to recover the message. This is called a maximum distance separable
code (MDS) [18]. It can be de�ned more formally in Theorem 2.

Theorem 2: A standard linear maximum distance separable code can be used
to convert a message of length k into a transmission of length n, with a code
rate R from which the message can be recovered from any portion of length
greater than k. A code of dimension k is universal with respect to the decoding
algorithm, if for any erasure rate p < 1, and for any overhead σ > 0 the given
decoding algorithm can decode k( 1

1−p +σ) of the code with high probability [19].

For an e�cient decoding scheme, Elias showed that it is possible to decode
with an exponentially small error probability using maximum likelihood de-
coding [17]. These algorithms solve systems of linear equations in polynomial
time, using schemes such as Gaussian elimination, where the failure proba-
bility is usually a function of the overhead. Some traditional codes will be
discussed in the next sections, while particular attention is given to the advent
of sparse graph coding theory, where we will later test and demonstrate that
it is possible to approach these limits in a computationally e�cient way. To
a large extent the performance of codes varies depending on the nature of the
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information transfer channel. Su�ce it to say, a selection between one of the
presented channel models is adequate.

In terms of the objectives (1, 2 and 3), discussed in section 1.4 of this thesis,
erasure-resilient codes are considered as it a�ords simplicity and elegance to the
design, while still being a valid coding strategy over the selected channel model
for the SensLAB. It was identi�ed that the two most important complications
to consider for the erasure-resilient codes in SensLAB, is the computational
complexity of the encoding and decoding algorithms, and the overhead σ,
necessary for successful decoding. Larger decoding overheads may contribute
to increased energy consumption as it can increase symbol operations in the
processor. The investigation and identi�cation of proper FEC techniques,
coupled with low complexity algorithms, will be the main focus of the following
section.

2.2 Forward Error Correction

In the subsequent sections we shall explain the concepts and analysis of the
di�erent encoding and decoding principles of linear block codes and a few
important traditional error correcting codes relevant to our objectives. For
further reading we suggest [10, 11, 12] for a complete characterisation of earlier
developed FEC schemes. The literature of Mackay [10, 20] touches on the
theoretical concept of Fountain codes by using matrix representations and its
corresponding operations. Concretely, the pioneers of practical Fountain codes,
Luby and Shokrollahi, focus more on decoding reliability at lower computation.
These are also issues concerning SensLAB.

In the proceeding sections we explain the concepts and analyse the encod-
ing and decoding complexities of linear block codes, Low-density parity-check
codes and Fountain codes, with regard to our selected channel model. We
start by investigating traditional block codes, since the more advanced Foun-
tain codes may be concatenated with them; and these block codes may be
transformed into Fountain codes giving them other capabilities in SensLAB.

2.2.1 Linear Block Codes

Linear block codes are �xed length channel codes. Each block is n bits long
with dimension k over a �nite �eld Fq, where q = 2l represents the alphabet.
A [n, k]q code for short, represents a k dimensional linear subspace of the
standard vector space Fnq . In other words, there are k information bits, and
m redundant bits, where m = n − k. The elements of the code are called
codewords, which is represented by C. Linear block codes are a special class
of codes with linear dependencies between these codewords. To the code C
there corresponds an encoding map, which is an isomorphism of the vector
space Fkq and C [21, 22]. This mapping function is used by the transmitter to
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encode a vector of k elements into a codeword in Fq. The rate of the code is
de�ned as r = k

n
, which is a measure for the amount of real information inside

each codeword.
Furthermore, linear block codes can be described by their generator matrix

G, and parity check matrix H. For such codes the sum of any two codewords is
a codeword. Being a linear vector space, there is some basis, and all codewords
can be obtained as linear combinations of the basis. The coding operations
are usually done by simple matrix multiplication. All linear combinations of
the rows of G must produce a codeword x, and satisfy equation 2.2.1.

G×HT = 0 (2.2.1)

This implies that a codeword is orthogonal to each row of H. If x is a valid
codeword then, if multiplied by the parity check matrix H, it must give an
all-zero vector, as shown in equation 2.2.2.

x×HT = 0 (2.2.2)

Another important property of linear block codes is the so called minimum
Hamming distance d of the code, which is the minimum distance between two
distinct codewords, which can be expressed as a [n, k, d]q code. In other words,
it measures the minimum number of substitutions (steps) required to change
one transmitted binary string into the received string.

A decoding error can be de�ned as the decoder in �gure 2.2 selecting the
wrong codeword x from the received codeword x∗. Depending on the nature
of the errors in�icted on the codeword, the receiver then executes appropriate
algorithms in an e�ort to decode the received word. Decoder failures happen
when the received data di�ers from all valid codewords by a speci�ed distance.

Classical block codes are generally decoded usingmaximum likelihood (ML)
detection, for the BSC channel this is equivalent to �nding, for a given vector of
length n over F2, a codeword that has the smallest Hamming distance from the
received codeword. Given a received vector x, the decision rule that minimises
the probability of error is to �nd a codeword ci, which maximises P (c = ci|x).
A codeword, which is selected on the basis of maximising P (x|c), is said to be
selected according to the ML criterion given in the following equation.

P (x|c) =
n∏
i=1

P (xi|ci) (2.2.3)

It has been shown that ML decoding for the BSC is NP-complete4, and it is
very likely that we would never have an e�cient practical decoding algorithm
regardless of the available computational resources [23, 24]. This implies a
search over 2k codewords for decoding, growing exponentially as k increases.

4A non-deterministic algorithm may lead to an exponential growth, since a choice be-
tween two alternatives can create multiple copies of itself.
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In contrast, for linear codes ML decoding complexity on the BEC is poly-
nomial, since it can be reduced to solving a system of linear equations. For
this reason, it can be argued that the BEC channel model has great algorith-
mic advantage, even in traditional block coding schemes and a�ords favour
considering SensLAB.

For a complete graphical representation, or detailed discussion on other tra-
ditional linear block codes, we refer the reader to [11, 12, 25]. The next section
will consider a more practical FEC, which is popular in most communication
and storage technologies.

2.2.2 Reed-Solomon Codes

We are interested in �nding erasure-resilient coding schemes for the BEC chan-
nel model. A classic coding scheme �tting this criterion is called Reed-Solomon
(RS) codes, discovered in 1960, by I. Reed and G. Solomon [26, 27]. In coding
theory these codes are also known to be a MDS code, which means that an
(n, k) RS code can reliably reconstruct the original k message symbols, over
an alphabet of size q = 2l, when any k out of n transmitted encoded symbols
are received. These codes typically have a �xed code rate k

n
.

The RS code has an error-correcting ability determined by its minimum
distance or, equivalently, by n− k, which is the measure of redundancy in the
block. When the error locations are not known in advance, a RS code is able
to correct up to (n−k)

2
erroneous symbols.

Research in networking has suggested using implementations of RS codes
for reliable data distribution. However, RS codes have the disadvantage that
they are practical only for small settings of k, n, and q [3]. Although this
may favour our speci�cations, in terms of small message length codes for
SensLAB, the main disadvantage for considering this code is its high com-
putational complexity. Standard decoding algorithms for RS codes are of the
order O(k · (n− k) · log(n)). Another drawback arises if erasure rates change.
We need to be able to estimate the erasure probability p prior to transmission
and select rates according to additional information. This property can ren-
der the code ine�cient when the expected channel conditions are discordant
with the actual channel characteristics � additional channel information is
not available.

RS codes use large Galois �elds (GF), e.g. 216, as their input alphabets,
and thereby automatically achieve a degree of burst-error tolerance [10]. It has
become standard practice to concatenate these codes with others, e.g. Con-
volution codes, and give further protection by means of bit interleaving [15].
The concatenated RS codes used on digital compact discs are able to correct
large bursts of errors.

Despite these disadvantages in terms of the SensLAB requirements, these
codes are employed in a variety of commercial products. RS codes are widely
used in storage, such as the compact disk (CD). Many other applications in-
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clude a concatenated version of RS codes, which also �nds common use in
space and satellite communications, Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave
Access (WiMAX) and Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) [15, 28].

2.2.3 LDPC Codes

Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes were �rst proposed in the PhD thesis
of Gallager at MIT in 1962 [29]. Evidently, Gallager's work was far ahead of his
time due to computational resource constraints. These codes have experienced
a remarkable comeback in the last decade as demonstrated by a number of re-
searchers including: Luby, Shokrollahi, Mitzenmacher, Spielman, Richardson,
and Urbanke.

LDPC codes are block codes, which uses a parity-check matrix that con-
tain only a very small number of binary non-zero entries (sparse matrix). In
these codes it is the sparseness of the H matrix that guarantees a decoding
complexity that increases linearly with the code length n. LDPC codes have
excellent distance properties, which make the probability of an undetected
error very small; this distance also increases linearly with the code length.
Iterative decoding was originally conceived by Gallager and is also referred
to as probabilistic decoding (soft-decision decoding) or codes on graphs, to
identify the same area. The �rst e�cient iterative decoder for LDPC codes
was introduced by MacKay in [30]. Since then the decoding process has seen
many manipulations and other optimisation techniques to obtain more e�cient
message-passing algorithms [31, 32].

A good graphical representation of LDPC codes are the linear codes repre-
sented by a Tanner graph in �gure 2.5. The Tanner graph is associated with
the H matrix and comprises of two sets of vertices. The �rst set is the variable
nodes for the codeword (also called message nodes) of length n, and the second
set corresponds to the set of check nodes m, which represents the parity-check
constraints (also referred to as factor nodes). The check nodes correspond to
all the parity constraints that need to be met to provide a valid codeword cn.
An edge connects a variable node to a check node if that bit is included in
the corresponding parity-check equation and so the number of edges in the
Tanner graph corresponds to the number of ones in the H matrix. Encoding
and decoding are accomplished locally, by sending messages along the edges of
the Tanner graph and these messages are then processed locally at each node.

Encoding

A codeword for transmission can be constructed by matrix multiplication from
equation 2.2.4.

c = k ×G (2.2.4)

The generator matrix G will most likely not be a sparse matrix in the LDPC
design, and the encoding complexity can be of the order O(N2). In some cases
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Figure 2.5: Tanner graph of a LDPC code.

a good approach for parity-check matrices is to avoid constructing G at all,
and instead to encode using back substitution with H.

Decoding

E�cient decoders can be realised for LDPC codes, in the usual case a class of
message-passing algorithms will be used. At each round, messages are passed
on the edges from variable nodes to check nodes, and from check nodes back to
variable nodes. The messages passed from the variable nodes to check nodes
are computed based on the "observed" values of the variable nodes and some
of the messages passed from the neighbouring check nodes to that speci�c
variable node. The message sent from a variable node to a check node should
not account to the message sent in the previous round from the check node to
the variable node. This also applies to messages passed from check nodes to
variable nodes. These message-passing algorithms are also known as iterative
decoding algorithms and can continue back and forth until some stopping
condition is reached.

In decoding algorithms, such as bit-�ipping or hard-decision, the messages
passed are binary (0,1) and in others, such as belief propagation (BP) decoding,
the messages can be probabilities, which represent a level of belief about the
received bits in the codeword (soft-decision). Received information is mapped
to probabilities by using log-likelihood ratios (LLR), enabling the use of the
sum-product (SP) algorithm. The use of the LLR allows simpli�ed calculations
at the variable and check nodes, which are reduced to sum and product oper-
ations. This is particularly useful to reduce complex multiplication operations
within a processor.
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In our selected channel model (the BEC channel) the erroneous messages
are assumed to be completely dropped. We will only consider such channels
and their supporting algorithms. For the BEC, if a parity-check equation
exists, which includes only one erased bit (one unsolved variable), the correct
value for the erased bit can be determined by choosing the value that ultimately
satis�es the condition H × c∗ = z, where z = 0.

The biggest feature of LDPC codes in consideration for SensLAB is its
simplicity in terms of sparse matrix multiplication imposing a low complexity
decoding algorithm. However, the construction of an e�cient H-matrix is a
di�cult research topic and it can produce codes that perform close to Shan-
non's channel coding theorem if well optimised [12, 33]. These types of code
are based on irregular LDPC graphs, which are known to outperform the reg-
ular LDPC graphs on systems of practical size [34]. It is, however, important
to note that the LDPC codes used in this thesis do not need to be capacity
achieving. A number of pre-designed matrices are available, but all exhibit
a pre-de�ned coding rate and selections are limited. The reason for this will
become clear in section 2.3.3 and a detailed discussion will follow in chapter 3.

For the sake of discussion, LDPC codes are powerful codes, which have been
adopted in many communication systems including: DVB and WiMAX [15,
28]. In the following section we will investigate new generalisations of Gal-
lager's LDPC codes, independent of channel information and code rates, called
Fountain codes. For a well-documented reference on LDPC codes we refer the
reader to [35].

2.3 Digital Fountain Codes

The set of Fountain codes described in this section is one of erasure-correcting
codes, presented in the work by Michael Luby et al [3, 19, 36, 37]. This work
shows remarkable improvements based on LDPC codes that require either no
feedback (no ARQ) or almost none depending on the speci�c application (with
regard to SensLAB). Such codes, the most well-known being Luby Transform
(LT) codes [3], were the �rst practical realisation of record-breaking sparse
graph codes for the BEC. Recall that Elias showed that the capacity of an
erasure channel is 1−p and that a random linear code can be used to transmit
over the erasure channel at any rate R < 1− p [17].

Fountain codes are rateless, since the number of encoded symbols generated
from the source data is potentially limitless. These codes have the advantage
of not requiring a priori knowledge of speci�c channel conditions, which lends
itself to application in non-deterministic networks such as SensLAB (and re-
quire no pre-con�gured code rate in the encoder).

The concept of Fountain coding can be explained as follows: Some data
source of length M is partitioned into k = M

l
input symbols and the en-

coded symbols are then generated independently on the �y. The encoder is
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a metaphorical fountain that produces an endless supply of water drops (en-
coded packets). Each water drop contains l encoded bits (from a source �le of
size kl bits), and any recipient will hold a glass under the fountain, collecting
random drops until his glass is full. The decoder can then try and recover
the source data from any set of encoded symbols N . In the usual case an
aggregate, N , only slightly longer than the source data length k is necessary
for successful recovery. Decoding algorithms typically considered for Fountain
codes include belief propagation (BP) and Gaussian elimination5 (GE). Like
LDPC codes, the concept is well illustrated by means of a graph, as we will
illustrate in the following sections.

Formally, a binary Fountain code of designed dimension k is the image of
a linear map ω : Fk2 → FN

2 in which the encoded symbols are binary sequences.
Here ω denotes the coding map, whereby we can identify a Fountain code by its
statistical properties and thereby calculate and predict its performance. The
Fountain codes discussed in this thesis have the property that their coordinates
ω are created independently at random, as this induces a property of uniformity
on the generated encoded symbols. These codes are governed by a probability
distribution Ω on the vector space Fk2.

More precisely, let (Ω1,Ω2, ...,Ωk) be a distribution on Fk2 and let (s1, s2, ..., sk)
be the input vector, so that Ωd denotes the probability that the value d is
chosen from a probabilistic degree distribution (PDD) (Ω1,Ω2, ...,Ωk). Every
coordinate of the Fountain code is obtained by sampling from this distribution.
The output value (v1, v2, ..., vn), for each encoded symbol, is the product of d
corresponding source neighbours, chosen uniformly at random. We call this
a Fountain code with parameters (k,Ω(x)). The degree distribution can be
denoted by Ω(x) =

∑k
d=1 Ωdx

d, which is in polynomial form. The expectation
of a distribution in this form is given by the derivative at one Ω′(1), and we
will always assume that Ω0 = 0 in this thesis. This is one of two ways we will
describe a degree distribution in this thesis. The encoding operation de�nes a
bipartite sparse graph connecting encoded symbols to source symbols. These
graphs are a straightforward generalisation of Tanner graphs; however, func-
tioning in a di�erent manner from the previous graph explaining the LDPC
code [38]. Figure 2.6 illustrates a Fountain code between k input nodes on the
left, and n encoding nodes on the right. Encoding nodes are also referred to
as output nodes. Even though the block-length of a Fountain code is poten-
tially in�nite, only a pre�x of the code is used in practice. The pre�x length,
hereafter called the overhead, depends on the channel's average erasure rate,
and the type of algorithm used in the decoder. Decoding algorithms play a
very important role in the overall coding e�ciency and, since a small overhead
is desirable, we will pay much attention to a low average length overhead.
Overhead-failure curves are used to determine the e�ciency of such codes [8].

The goal of this section is to lay down some of the theoretical foundations

5In the case of the erasure channel the ML decoding algorithm amounts to GE [19].
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Figure 2.6: Sparse distributed representation of a Fountain code

needed for the design and analysis of a Fountain code strategy for SensLAB.
The next section will investigate a very simple Fountain code, called a Random
linear Fountain code. These codes, coupled with GE decoding, are known to
produce low coding overheads.

2.3.1 Random Linear

In accordance with the approach by Mackay [20] the Random linear Fountain
code can be explained using simple matrix notation (that demonstrates the
underlying concept and decoding considerations).

Consider the encoding of a �le (message) of size k, represented by source
symbols s1, s2, ..., sk. A symbol here is the elementary unit that is either trans-
mitted intact or erased by the channel (the BEC channel). Assuming a symbol
is composed of a whole number of bits, each encoded symbol e is set to the bit-
wise sum (modulo 2) of the source symbols for which Gnk = 1. The generator
matrix G assigns a degree to each encoded symbol from a uniform distribution
given by the polynomial Ω(x) = 1

2k
(1 + x)k. Each set of k random bits gener-

ated by G can be represented as a new column entry in a growing matrix by
equation 2.3.1.

en =
K∑
k=1

skGkn (2.3.1)

If the receiver has collected N encoded packets (or N columns of length k),
we would like to try to decode the message by using the inverse of matrix G,
where G is de�ned as the random k-by-N binary matrix. In the usual case N
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is slightly larger than the message length k. Recovery of the source symbols
is possible only if the rank of this matrix is k. Formally, if G is invertible
(modulo 2), G−1 can be computed by using GE, and the receiver can recover
the source message vector sk as demonstrated in equation 2.3.2.

sk =
N∑
n=1

enG
−1
nk (2.3.2)

The probability of successful decoding depends on the received matrix G,
in which a random binary k-by-k matrix must be invertible. The probability of
this happening can be determined by calculating the product of k probabilities,
each of them the probability that a new column of G is linearly independent of
the preceding columns, which roughly converges to 0.289 for any k > 10 [20].
This means that a random code for the erasure channel is not theoretically
perfect when trying to recover k source symbols from a set of k received sym-
bols. Some additional encoded symbols are required to decrease the decoding
failure probability δ. Conceptually, this fundamental example illustrates the
presence of coding overhead.

For larger values of k, it is shown that the decoding failure probability
is upper bounded by δ ≤ 2−E, where E is the small number of redundant
encoded symbols in N = k+E [20]. For N > k, the Random binary Fountain
code has a rapidly decreasing probability of failure as a function of overhead,
since we are interested in �nding a k-by-k invertible matrix within a k-by-N
matrix. Figure 2.7 illustrates the overhead-failure curve for k = 100, compared
to the upper bound δ(E). The two graphs look identical for E > 5, and the
probability of failure approaches zero after an overhead of about σ ≥ 0.1 . The
redundancy can therefore be predicted for a given failure probability δ, where
the total number of received encoded packets necessary for complete decoding
is estimated to be N ≈ k + log2

1
δ
.
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Figure 2.7: Random linear decoding performance as a function of overhead
(k = 100).
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The biggest problem with the Random linear code is the great complexity
of the encoding and decoding processes. Since a uniform distribution over k
is used in the encoding process, each encoded packet is expected to have an
encoding cost of approximately k

2
. The decoding cost of this code amounts

to O(nk2) operations used in the GE decoding process. However, the theory
provided suggests that these codes can get arbitrarily close to the Shannon
limit as the �le size k increases; the only practical problem thus far seems to
be e�cient encoding and decoding algorithms implementable in SensLAB. An
important notion in this context is that the Random binary Fountain code can
theoretically achieve a good overhead-failure curve at smaller message lengths
as indicated in �gure 2.7.

In summary, the performance of the Random linear Fountain code can be
described by:

� The number of encoded symbols required to attain probability 1 − δ of
success is roughly N = k + log2

1
δ
.

� The expected encoding cost per encoded symbol, at most, is k
2
(on aver-

age half of the symbols are added up).

� Decoding cost N · k2 (≈ k3 for large k), which is the cost of using GE
decoding.

� Applying the inverse to the received matrix would have a cost approxi-
mately k2

2
.

These properties illustrate very high computational complexity in terms
of encoding and decoding. We now focus our attention on the development
of more e�cient Fountain codes, which simultaneously improves the encoding
and decoding computations, while focusing on the implications with regard to
overhead.

2.3.2 Luby Transform

This section will demonstrate the �rst practical and e�cient realisation of
a linear error correcting Fountain code, published by Michael Luby in 2002
[3]. Special attention will be given to the probabilistic analysis of degree
distributions created to support a particular message-passing algorithm used
in the decoder. A major advantage of the Luby Transform (LT) codes is their
exceedingly small encoding and decoding complexities.

Encoding

Recall from the previous section, the process of generating encoded symbols:
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� Randomly choose the degree d of the encoding symbol from a degree
distribution.

� Choose uniformly at random d distinct input symbols as neighbours of
the encoding symbol.

� Calculate the value v of the encoding symbol, which is the exclusive-or
of the d neighbours.

Decoding

In the case of the BEC, the belief propagation (BP) decoder takes on a combi-
natorial form, and we can consider this decoding algorithm as a sum-product
algorithm, with exception, where all messages are either completely certain or
completely uncertain. This particular algorithm is best described by a decod-
ing graph, corresponding to the relationship between source symbols and, any
set (fragmentary ensemble), of received symbols. The BP decoder proceeds
iteratively, and recovers one source symbol at each step. Upon reception of N
encoded packets, the decoding algorithm tries to decode the source message of
length k. The decoding steps are illustrated in �gure 2.8.

In this example, there are six source symbols and six received symbols.
At the �rst iteration, we start at a check node with degree-one (one edge
connection). The only check node connected to one variable node is E3, and
we set that source symbol S1 to the value of E3, since it is an exact copy of
the value of the encoding symbol. We then discard the check node E3 and add
the value of S1 to all other check nodes it is connected to (in this case E2 and
E5). After this we can discard all edges emanating from S1.

At the start of the second iteration, E2 now has degree-one and we repeat
the procedure until the source message is completely decoded, or no more
degree-one checks are available, which implies that the decoding algorithm
failed. The decoding recovery rule, hereafter referred to as the LT process, is
formally described in De�nition 2.3 below.

De�nition 2.3 (The LT process). All source symbols are initially unrecov-
ered. If there is at least one output symbol with exactly one neighbour, then
that neighbour can be recovered immediately and the output symbol released.
The set of encoded symbols of reduced degree one after step i is called the rip-
ple at step i. We say that an encoded symbol is released at step i if its degree is
larger than one before step i, and it is equal to one after step i, so that recov-
ery of the source symbol at step i reduces the degree of the encoded symbol to
one. At each subsequent step one source symbol in the ripple is processed: The
value of the recovered source symbol is exclusive-or'ed into any remaining out-
put symbols which also have that source symbol as a neighbour and removed as
a neighbour from each output symbol which has it as a neighbour. The number
of edges (degree) is decreased by one to re�ect this removal. If some of these
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Figure 2.8: Belief propagation decoding example for LT codes (k = 6 and
N = 6)

neighbours were previously unrecovered, the ripple size will grow, while other of
these neighbours may already have been in the ripple, thus causing no growth
in the ripple. The process ends when the ripple size is zero. The process fails
if there is at least one unrecovered source symbol at the end, or succeeds if all
source symbols are recovered in the end [3, 8].

Degree Distribution

Luby demonstrated a theoretically optimal solution to this problem, which can
also be a�liated with the classical balls in bins problem6 [3]. A high proba-
bility of collisions seems likely, when multiple balls cover the same bin (here
the edges emanating from the encoded symbols represent the balls thrown to
the bins, which represent source nodes) and, therefore, many more balls (more
than the number of bins) must be thrown to cover all the bins. For the design
of LT codes, this inevitably demands a properly designed degree distribution to
ensure that the LT process releases output symbols incrementally to cover each
source symbol. Conceptually, the goal of the degree distribution is to slowly

6The process of throwing balls into bins can be viewed as a special case of the LT process
where all encoding symbols have degree-one, which are all released and thrown initially.
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release output symbols as the process evolves to keep the ripple small, prevent-
ing redundant coverage, while releasing the encoding symbols fast enough to
keep the ripple from disappearing prematurely before the process ends. The
main objectives in the design of such probabilistic distributions are to ensure:

� Enough encoded symbols with high degree, to guarantee connections to
all source symbols.

� Enough encoded symbols with low degree, to ensure that the decoding
process can start, and keep going.

� The average degree of the encoding symbol should be as low as possible,
to keep the number of symbol operations low.

� The number of output symbols N , necessary for successful decoding of
the original message, should be as low as possible to keep the overhead
factor minimal.

Ideally, to avoid redundancy, we would like the received graph to have the
property of just one check node with degree-one at each iteration. In other
words, source symbols are added to the ripple at the same rate as they are
processed. In expectation, this behaviour can be achieved by the Ideal soliton
distribution7 depicted in �gure 2.9 and equation 2.3.3.

ρ(d) =

{ 1
k

for d = 1
1

d(d−1)
for d = 2, 3, ..., k

(2.3.3)

The Ideal soliton distribution displays ideal behaviour in terms of the ex-
pected number of encoding symbols required to recover the original message
data. However, it performs poorly in practice, since the slightest variation in
its expected behaviour can cause the ripple to disappear prematurely. The ex-
pected behaviour seldom (almost never) matches the actual behaviour, when
sampling �nite times from the distribution (especially for small values of k).
It is quite fragile, since only one degree-one symbol is expected from a large
number of k. Despite its undesirable performance, its description and analysis
captures many of the crucial elements in the design of a more robust version.
Since the decoding process fails due to �uctuations around the expected value,
the intuition is to increase the number of output symbols of degree-one, by
slightly modifying the ideal distribution. From these points Luby proceeded
to construct a very powerful degree distribution with a few modi�cations to
the Ideal soliton distribution. It is called the Robust soliton distribution.

Two extra parameters were introduced to create the Robust soliton distri-
bution. It was designed so that the expected ripple size stays roughly

√
k·ln(k

δ
)

7The inspiration for the name Soliton distribution comes from a self-reinforcing solitary
wave, that maintains its shape while travelling at a constant speed. One where dispersion
balances refraction perfectly.
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Figure 2.9: The Ideal soliton degree distribution for k = 100.

throughout the LT process. This is what Luby could prove at the time, based
on using only BP and analytical tools, where the intuition was that the prob-
ability that a random walk of length k deviates from its mean by more than√
k · ln(k

δ
) is at most δ. This ensures that the ripple size stays large enough

at each decoding step so that it never disappears completely, and that few
released output symbols are redundantly covered by input symbols already in
the ripple. The Luby Transform is de�ned by R ≡ c·

√
k ·ln(k

δ
), where c is some

suitable constant of order one, and δ re�ects the decoding failure probability.
The formal proof is given in [3]. The Robust soliton distribution is illustrated
by equation 2.3.4 and an example is shown in �gure 2.10.

τ(d) =


R
dk

for d = 1, ..., k
R
− 1

R
k
ln(R

δ
) for d = k

R

0 for d = k
R

+ 1, ..., k
(2.3.4)
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Figure 2.10: The Robust soliton degree distribution for k = 100, δ = 0.5 and
c = 0.1.
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The Robust soliton distribution is di�erent from its ideal counterpart in
two major respects. These are the small-d end of τ , ensuring that the decod-
ing process starts with a reasonable ripple size, and the larger spike at d = k

R

which lies at a relatively high degree in the distribution. This spike is a nec-
essary element which helps to ensure that all source packets are connected,
keeping the ripple large enough throughout each decoding step. Intuitively,
the expected number of output symbols required to reach the receiver to en-
sure that the decoding can run to completion, has now increased to N = k ·Z,
where Z is the normalising factor

∑k
i=1 ρ(i) + τ(i) between the two distribu-

tions. A complete theoretical analysis on the properties of the Robust soliton
distribution is given in [3] where pessimistic estimates were used to prove that
the total number of output symbols, that would su�ce for complete recovery
of an input message, was simpli�ed to

N = k +O(
√
k · ln2(

k

δ
)), (2.3.5)

and the average degree of an encoded symbol was shown to be approxi-
mated by O(ln(k

δ
)). Figure 2.10 illustrates an example of the Robust soliton

distribution with parameters k = 100, δ = 0.5 and c = 0.1.
The complexity of BP, prominent in the decoding of LT codes, is essen-

tially the same as the complexity of the encoding algorithm, i.e. exactly one
symbol operation is performed for each edge in the bipartite graph between
the source symbols and the encoded symbols, during both encoding and de-
coding. Therefore, the computational complexity of this algorithm is linear
in the average degree of the degree distribution multiplied by the size of the
source block [3, 22].

In summary, the performance of the LT Fountain code can be described by:

� The number of output symbols required to have probability 1 − δ of
successful decoding, with respect to BP decoding, is roughly N = K ·Z,
this is also given by N = k +O(

√
k · ln2(k

δ
)).

� The expected encoding cost per packet is O(ln(k
δ
)).

� The expected decoding cost is O(k·ln(k
δ
)), where N ≈ k.

Much of the previous work studying the various performance aspects of LT
codes and their applications [39, 40, 41] has implicitly accepted the Robust
soliton degree distribution as su�cient and optimal. This is a sound assump-
tion from the theoretical proofs presented. However, many other studies have
presented e�orts to derive an optimal form of the degree distribution, decreas-
ing the overhead and thereby reducing the total number of symbol operations
required [42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47].

So far we have introduced Fountain codes with remarkable degree distri-
butions, and exceptionally low computational cost. These codes can exhibit
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theoretical performances matching the information theoretic bounds with re-
spect to the overhead factor σ, as we discussed in section 2.1.2 et seq. This
statement, in particular, will be investigated to see if it applies to smaller
message length codes.

Luby's main theorem proved that there exists a value of c such that, given
N received packets, the decoding algorithm will recover the k source packets
with probability 1−δ. This places some bounds on the probability of decoding
failure as a function of reception overhead. These distributions lead to univer-
sal LT codes; however, the codes cannot have linear time encoding algorithms,
since the distributions have dependencies on the data length k.

The provided theory suggests that the decoding probability is highly depen-
dent on the selection of an appropriate degree distribution and its parameters.
The decoding probability, overhead and complexity leaves possible entry for
optimisation considerations. In the next section we introduce a set of Fountain
codes that may provide constant encoding and decoding complexity, and more
stable bounds on the decoding failure probability, which is of practical concern
regarding a feedback channel in SensLAB.

2.3.3 Raptor

Soon after the realisation of the �rst practically implementable Fountain codes,
Shokrollahi published a novel improvement in 2006, and in [22] he demon-
strated the existence of Raptor codes with universal capacity-approaching per-
formance. In this section, we will discuss a class of Raptor8 codes, which form
an extension of LT codes, with constant encoding and decoding cost. In par-
ticular, this class was considered for the SensLAB, since it exhibits a scalable
design in terms of objective 6 in section 1.4.

The main contribution of Shokrollahi's work was the discovery of a weak-
ened LT code. He proved that for any constant ε > 0 one can construct a
Raptor code for a source block (message) of length k symbols and that, on
average, the number of symbol operations per generated encoded symbol is
O(log(1

ε
)). The estimated number of symbol operations required to decode

the source block then becomes O(k · log(1
ε
)), and for an overhead of ε · k the

failure probability is bounded by 1
kc

for a constant c > 1, which is independent
of ε. These codes behave similarly to LT codes, as they can also similarly pro-
duce a potentially in�nite stream of encoded symbols � such that any subset
of these symbols of size (1 + ε)k is su�cient to recover the original symbols
with high probability.

Encoding

8Rapid-Tornado (Raptor) codes were invented by Amin Shokrollahi in 2000/2001, ini-
tially motivated by the objective of improving the encoding and decoding complexity of LT
codes.
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These codes are a concatenation of an inner LT code with a very high rate
outer linear code, typically an LDPC code. The idea behind this Raptor code
is to initially encode the source message by using a traditional code, and then
to encode it using a Fountain code. In the case of LT codes, the decoding
graph needs to have roughly k · log(k) edges in order to make sure that all
input nodes are connected with high probability. Raptor coding relaxes this
condition and require that only a constant fraction of the input symbols be
covered by edges, while the unrecovered symbols are treated as erasures, and
corrected by the outer code. Therefore it is important to design an appropriate
outer code, able to correct a certain fraction of erasures produced by the inner
LT code. A Raptor code ensemble can be represented by a triplet (k, C,Ω(x)).
Here C denotes a linear code (n, k) of block length n and dimension k, with
Ω(x) the degree distribution generator on the set {1, 2, ..., n}. The input sym-
bols of a Raptor code are the k symbols used to construct the codeword in C
consisting of n number of intermediate symbols. Raptor codes also use a degree
distribution, however, capped at a certain integer value dmax as k →∞. The
encoding cost of Raptor codes can be de�ned as E(C)

k
+ Ω′(1), where E(C) is

the number of arithmetic operations su�cient for generating a codeword in C
from dimension k [22].

E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 Em

Encoded Symbols

Source Data

·
 

·
 

·
 

·
 

·
 

·
 

S1 S2 S3 Sk

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 Cn

S4 ·
 

·
 

·
 

C7 } Intermediate Symbols

Figure 2.11: Schematic diagram of a Raptor code

Decoding

The inner LT decoder in the Raptor code can recover a certain fraction (1−ς)n
of the outer LDPC code of length n.
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The high rate LDPC code, also called the pre-code, will typically have
some redundancy, depending on the code rate imposed on it. This will aim
to recover the rest of the symbols after the LT decoder has terminated. The
intuitive advantage of pre-coding is that the redundancy amongst the inter-
mediate symbols allows recovery of all the intermediate symbols if most of the
n are known. In some cases it may also recover from erasures induced by the
channel.

A Raptor code is illustrated in �gure 2.11, where the intermediate symbols
are partitioned into the source symbols C1 − C5, and the constraint symbols
C6 − Cn (blue). The encoded LT symbols are indicated by E1 − Em, where
m encoded packets are required to recover at least (1 − ς)n source symbols
from the inner LT code. The ε parameter is used here to indicate the LT
code overhead, which should be designed so that decoding with an overhead
of n+ ε · n is successful with high probability.

From the diagram it is clear that S3 cannot be recovered by the LT code
alone, however, it is present in the redundant pre-code symbols C6 and C7,
and can, therefore, be recovered. These constraint symbols will hereafter be
referred to as repair symbols.

Degree Distribution

The output degree distributions used in Raptor codes are fairly similar to the
Soliton distribution described previously, since they follow the LT process in
the decoder. However, they need to be optimised with regard to the weight on
degree-one, and capped at a certain maximum degree value. Modi�cations to
this distribution have to ensure complete decoding of (1 − ς)n symbols, with
high probability. The general way to approach this seems to be to select a pre-
de�ned degree distribution from appendix A.1. However, these distributions
were designed for larger message lengths. In order to design unique degree dis-
tributions we need to understand the following Lemma. The following Lemma,
which was proved in [22] from standard analytical arguments, guarantees com-
plete decoding of (1− ς)n and gives the key result on developing unique degree
distributions.

Lemma 1: Suppose that LT decoding can recover at least (1− ς)n symbols,
with an overhead of m = (1 + ε

2
)n+ 1 received symbols, where ε > 0. It

follows that:

ς =
ε

4(1 + ε)
, (2.3.6)

dmax :=

⌈
4(1 + ε)

ε

⌉
, (2.3.7)
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µ :=
ε

2
+
ε2

4
, and (2.3.8)

Ω(x) :=
1

(µ+ 1)
(µx+

dmax∑
i=2

xi

i(i− 1)
+
xdmax+1

dmax
). (2.3.9)

From the description of the LT code provided earlier, this implies that the
degree distribution has to change to produce an average degree of O(log(1

ε
)).

Each output symbol is generated using O(log(1
ε
)) operations, and the original

symbols are recovered from those collected with O(n · log(1
ε
)) operations. This

lowers the computational cost of the LT encoding and decoding algorithms,
constituent in Raptor codes, to a constant. The LT code's decoding process is
therefore weakened and can recover only a certain fraction of all the message
symbols.

To construct good Raptor codes, it is important to get an optimal interplay
between the choice of pre-code parameters and the LT code distribution.

Raptor codes is summarised as follow:

� Raptor codes have an average encoded symbol degree of O(log(1
ε
)).

� The decoding complexity is of O(n · log(1
ε
)).

� The degree distributions are designed by using linear programming op-
timisation.

� The �nite length asymptotic behaviour is a measure used to de�ne good
distributions, and to tweak the coding parameters. This ensures decoding
of the fraction ς of intermediate symbols of n with high probability.

� Raptor codes should be designed with some high rate pre-code, to ensure
successful decoding with high probability. The LT decoder should then
be able to decode the unconnected message symbols with any m = (1 +
ε
2
)n+ 1 received symbols.

A crucial design consideration for this class of Raptor codes is the interplay
between the pre-code C and the LT code. This can be considered from two
sides. LT codes form a special subclass of Raptor codes, one class concerns
a trivial pre-code C, i.e., n = k; where no redundant symbols are added to
the intermediate block. Here the degree distributions are important in their
design. At the other extreme, there are sophisticated pre-code only codes for
which the degree distribution Ω is trivial, i.e., they assign a probability of 1 to
degree-one, and 0 probability to all other degrees. The Rapor code considered
for SensLAB lie somewhere between these two extremes, where a non-trivial
(high rate) pre-code and a non-trivial (optimised) degree distribution needs to
be utilised.
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2.4 Conclusions

This chapter presented a literature study that concerns the main points dis-
cussed in section 1.4 of this thesis. An investigation of the SensLAB platform
and its hardware limitations was performed. Three primary concerns regarding
the implementation of an error control strategy for SensLAB was identi�ed.
These include inadequate channel information, low memory availability, mod-
est computation and low energy consumption. A study of the fundamental
theory and derivation on a channel model that can be used to accommodate
these constraints was presented. There are two main arguments that can be
advanced to support the selection of a BEC channel model for the SensLAB.
Firstly, it is often much simpler to test coding concepts using this channel
model, as the actual error positions are known and the received packets can
be assumed to be error-free. Secondly, on the basis of the currently available
resources, it seems fair to suggest that no individual bit error probabilities can
be obtained from the sensor node radio unit. A presentation of the BSC and
the BEC was presented to demonstrate the advantages and disadvantages of
both, including their respective estimated theoretical limits and behaviour to
random noise.

The identi�cation of an e�cient error-correction scheme for SensLAB in-
volves a focused approach with regard to the encoding and decoding mecha-
nism. Literature covering several FEC strategies, based on advanced iterative
decoding methods, was introduced as a mechanism to increase reliability of
data transmission using approximated localised solutions. These strategies
were selected based on their algorithmic simplicity and computational advan-
tages compared to other analytical approaches. Conventional methods were
also explained, e.g., linear block codes, RS codes and LDPC codes. These
codes use a "mapping schemes" to convert a message into a codeword, given
a pre-determined code rate. A �xed channel code rate may lead to bandwidth
wastage if the erasure rate is overestimated, or simply failure, when the era-
sure rate is underestimated in SensLAB. In addition, these implementations
require feedback resources such as ARQ, additional design complexity, and
their parameter restrictions make them unattractive for devices that exhibit
low resources (energy). The implementation of a Fountain coding strategy
was considered instead, since there is growing support for the claim that it
is computationally inexpensive and resource �exible. For a traditional block
code, the structure of the code is determined prior to transmission. On the
other hand, in practice, Fountain codes can be generated on the �y with a
"code rate" arbitrarily close to the channel's erasure probability. In addition,
their rateless property may introduce other protocol related extensions for
broadcasting and multicasting applications, using the existing SensLAB soft-
ware. For these reasons it seems reasonable to consider a Fountain code FEC
strategy for SensLAB.

The LT code was presented, as well as some important decoding algo-
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rithms, e.g., GE and BP. An extended LT code, called the Raptor code, was
also explained. These codes are all usable over the BEC channel model and
can be classi�ed as MDS codes (according to section 2.1.4). For MDS codes
the performance depends on the overhead (number of symbols necessary for
complete decoding). For this reason we need to be vigilant on large coding
overheads in our design � especially at lower message sizes.

The presented literature failed to explain how such codes can be extended
to a scalable variant in terms of their message length. This is a requirement
for the SensLAB community, since message sizes can vary depending on the
intended application or the data transfer size. Our options regarding such
functionality are rather limited especially for a Raptor code implementation.
One feasible option is to use an approximated algorithm that can construct H-
matrices for the outer LDPC code, and an optimisation technique to construct
degree distributions for the inner LT code.

The proceeding chapters will entail the design and evaluation of the can-
didate Fountain codes over the selected channel model. A scalable LT code
with two di�erent decoding strategies will be designed and tested. A scalable
Raptor code with a unique degree distribution and a unique H-matrix will be
designed and tested. The designed degree distribution and H-matrix will be
evaluated separately, since it is based on heuristics outside the scope of general
Fountain code literature.
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Chapter 3

Design and Implementation

3.1 Introduction

In the preceding chapter an analysis of the SensLAB infrastructure, theory on
channel models and viable forward error correction (FEC) strategies was pre-
sented. The binary erasure channel (BEC) was selected as a suitable channel
model for the SensLAB and will be used as a principal element in the subse-
quent design. Moreover, two types of Fountain code were identi�ed as possible
candidates for SensLAB: a LT code and Raptor code.

This chapter will focus on the design of these two codes by considering the
SensLAB resource limitations; and describe their respective design and anal-
yses. Subsequently, the accommodating SensLAB software and chosen stack
constrain the message length to a maximum of 1024 bits for an application
layer implementation. Separate components in the designs will be evaluated
before it is considered for integration in the �nal codes. A theoretical compari-
son will be presented with regard to the decoders, to validate their performance
and characteristics.

A short message length LT code, using the Gaussian elimination (GE)
decoder, will be designed and its theoretical upper bound will be compared to
actual results in order to determine its validity for SensLAB. A short message
length LT code, using the belief propagation (BP) decoder, will be designed
and compared to its theoretical boundary conditions. These evaluations will
help explain the fundamental di�erences between the two decoding methods
and provide insight into the considerations for actual implementation over
SensLAB.

A detailed description of the iterative BP algorithm is given to illustrate
the importance of the probabilistic degree distribution (PDD). Upper and lower
bounds of the parameters used in the Robust soliton distribution is evaluated
and explained, which are important design considerations with regard to sym-
bol overhead in SensLAB. Pseudo code is given for both the encoding and the
decoding processes.

40
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The short message length Raptor code is designed by using an appropriate
Low-density parity-check (LDPC) pre-code and an optimised output degree
distribution, for which the decoding cost could be chosen to be a constant.
The conventional pre-designed degree distributions (see appendix A.1) cannot
be used for this speci�c implementation and require a combination of design
methods and testing techniques outside the scope of typical Fountain code
literature. Subsequently, the LDPC code H-matrix is designed by using an
approximated algorithm, called the progressive edge growth (PEG). An eval-
uation of the performance data from the H-matrices are also presented. A
Linear programming (LP) optimisation technique is used to develop the op-
timised output degree distributions (the PDDs), and the result of which is
evaluated. The combination of these two approaches results in a scalable Rap-
tor code for the SensLAB community.

Three di�erent message length codes (for the LT code and Raptor code)
will be designed to illustrate the scalability of each code. The message sizes1

will be 100, 500 and 1000. The presented decoders will be designed for each
code, over these three di�erent message sizes.

The chapter will be concluded by explaining the design steps and functions
used in the simulator. Note that we are not interested in the channel infor-
mation that is used in soft-decision decoding, and will therefore not use signal
modulation in the simulator.

3.2 SensLAB Architecture

In this section we will examine the SensLAB node hardware and available
software. We will consider the resources and limitations for both and identify
those options that accommodate our FEC coding scheme. The main hardware
components on the WSN430 sensor board used in SensLAB comprise of the
following:

� CC2420 2.4 GHz IEEE 802.15.4 ZigBee-ready RF transceiver

� MSP430 Ultra-low power 16-bit MCU

The exact individual bit-error probability, calculated from a received con-
stellation (depending on the modulation2), is not readily available from these
radio units � and estimating such values is not worth investigating consider-
ing the additional computation it may introduce. Our choice for using a BEC
channel model and an appropriate erasure-resilient FEC scheme (using appro-
priate decoding) trivialises the necessity for such information. Concretely, it is

1As previously mentioned the maximum message length should not exceed 1024 bits, in
order to accommodate additional header information from other routing schemes.

2The IEEE 802.15.4 modulation format uses O�set-quadrature phase shift keying (O-
QPSK).
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worth mentioning that the CC2420 can characterise the quality of a received
packet from a received signal strength indication (RSSI) measured by using
the available MAC software. This is referred to as a link quality indication
(LQI) [48]. From the schematic it is recommended that the RSSI value is used
in tandem with an average correlation value for each incoming packet to enable
more accurate estimations. In the frame check sequence (FCS) the detection
of corrupt data packets can be determined by using this RSSI-correlation mea-
sure with a cycle redundancy check (CRC). The LQI calculation is based on
a packet error rate (PER) measure as a function of the correlation or the
RSSI-correlation calculation; and limited to a value ranging from 0 - 255. The
MDMCTRL0.AUTOCRC register should be set to enable this functionality,
since the FEC scheme will use only the frames without errors. These layers
are only concerned with the correctness of a frame and not the individual bit
sequence itself. This is where the FEC scheme will play an important role in
the upper layers.

The micro-controller unit (MCU) is an ultra-low power using a reduced
instruction set computing (RISC) microprocessors that is ideal for portable
applications. The MCU has 48kB ROM, 10kB RAM and the board provides
an additional 1MB �ash memory. The FEC code implementation may require
expandable �ash memory or a di�erent MSP430 controller with more RAM.
These options are available for SensLAB without compromising the layout [49].
The FEC coding scheme should be adapted to these constraints � with regard
to the message length (the message length determines the vectors and matrices
that determines memory allocation).

The available operating systems are:

� Contiki

� FreeRTOS

� RIOT

� TinyOS

From the available operating systems Contiki and RIOT seems like feasible
candidates to host the FEC strategy. These two have seen many TCP, UDP
and mesh network protocol implementations that can provide application layer
capability for the implementation of the FEC scheme. In particular, the UDP
capability seems useful for the Fountain code FEC scheme, since no feedback
(no ARQ handshaking) is required. In addition, an extra FEC layer imple-
mentation in the Contiki stack will bene�t the SensLAB community. More
details can be found at [50] where an illustration of Contiki's protocol stack is
explained.

Contiki bene�ts our design, since it was primarily developed for networking
applications and is suited for memory constraint micro-controllers, it has an
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event-driven thread-like multitasking (using the protothread library) function-
ality that can be used for running the decoding algorithm separately. Contiki
also provides the Cooja simulator on which the FEC code can be run and
tested. Furthermore, it provides a lightweight TCP/IP stack called uIP where
it implements RFC-compliant TCP and UDP that is compatible with IPv4
and IPv6 implementations. Additional functionality of lower layers of the
IPv4 stack enables a mesh-under con�guration by using the Rime communica-
tion stack. Rime can provide mesh routing and route discovery, since the uIP
stack uses it to forward packets on the network. Many of these extensions can
be used in combination with the designed FEC scheme to develop powerful
and feature-full applications for SensLAB.

The uIP stack has been ported and tested successfully on the WSN430
platform and as such it seems like a reasonable transport layer mechanism
to use for the implementation of the FEC scheme. The only constraint is
the maximum message size of 128 octets for UDP communication [50]. For
this reason the FEC design should be limited to 1024 bits � even less than
1024 bits when considering an implementation over the application layer in
combination with other routing layers.

3.3 LT Code Design

This section will describe the LT code encoder and decoder design in Matlab.
Practical implementation considerations regarding SensLAB will also be dis-
cussed. We begin by looking at each of the components inside the encoder
and decoder. In �gure 3.1 an implementation of the LT code using BP de-
coding is depicted. When constructing the encoded packet E, two di�erent
framing methods can be used depending on the application requirements and
the available protocol's packetisation payload length. In this case, we consider
a comprehensible visual representation that explains the encoding and decod-
ing process. Each encoded packet is constructed by including the degree value
(number of connected neighbours) and all the neighbouring symbol values (ac-
tual values). For a practical implementation over SensLAB it is advised to
replace these values with a random number generator's seed. Such a con�gu-
ration will allow for reduced packetised information, since there is a possibility
that the PDD will generate a large degree equal or close to the message length
k, which might be larger than the maximum transport packet length � this
may worsen if a larger Galois �eld is implemented. In this design the LT code
is written for illustrative purposes with memory allocation as shown in the
diagram.

Our encoder encodes E as shown in this �gure, where each packet can be
represented by a vector (1× (k + 3)). The encoded packet consists of:

� i � the packet number,
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Figure 3.1: Transmission channel with a LT code implementation.

� d � the packet degree (number of connected neighbours),

� v � the packet value (sum of connected neighbour values),

� n � the packet neighbours (connected neighbour indices).

The packet degree d is randomly selected from the cumulative distribution
c(d), which is obtained from the PDD. This is necessary to enable the use of
only one random number generator. A d number of neighbours n are randomly
selected from a uniform distribution and added to the packet. The value v is
calculated as the exclusive-or of the d number of neighbours. The PDD is
constructed with the following hyperparameters:

� k � length of the message,

� c � free parameter,

� δ � decoding failure probability.

In the decoder, the received encoded packets is stored in a matrix (N ×
(k + 3)). If the random seed implementation is considered for SensLAB, it
is important that the decoder has the same PDD parameters as the encoder,
e.g., c, δ, and k. The encoding process is demonstrated in Algorithm 1.

The receiver collects encoded packets in any order and constructs a random
sparse graph for the decoder to decode 3. The receiver can wait for a certain
number of encoded packets N before attempting to decode the message k∗,
or attempt decoding upon reception of a degree-one packet. The latter may
improve memory availability in the sensor node hardware, since the decoded
packets (released symbols) can be freed in memory.

The diagram in �gure 3.2 demonstrates a basic �ow of the encoding and
decoding components in the LT code simulator. This implementation of the

3It is important to realise that it is not necessary for the received bipartite graph to be
an exact reconstruction of a particular set of transmitted encoded symbols, as is the usual
case for LDPC codes with �xed code rates.
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Figure 3.2: Top-level design �ow of the iterative belief propagation message
passing decoder.

decoder allows for an easier evaluation of decoding success. The evaluation
of decoding success as a function of packet overheads can also be realised by
removing the maximum packets reached test condition. We are particularly
interested in these evaluations for SensLAB with the focus on overhead.

The decoder con�guration may change for actual implementation and is
highly dependent on the particular SensLAB application requirements. We
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Algorithm 1 LT Encoding

1: Select PDD parameters
2: Calculate CPD
3: repeat

4: choose degree d from PDD p(d)
5: choose uniformly at random d input symbols n(i1), ..., n(id)
6: for all i do
7: v ← v ⊕ ni update value
8: end for

9: send packet
10: until stop bit received or maximum N sent

are interested in the decoder's performance in order to establish its expected
packet overheads, which this con�guration allows. The receiver collects a pre-
determined number of encoded packets N before attempting to decode the
message, this enables us to evaluate the decoding success rate. The decod-
ing probability at a speci�ed overhead will be an important evaluation for a
scalable version in SensLAB. The overhead-failure behaviour implies that: for
a given value of k, the probability of decoding failure is independent of the
reception index sequence, and depends only on the received number of en-
coded symbols N . The probability of failure is a function of the overhead,
and from the theory we expect the failure probability to decrease quickly with
an increase in the received symbols N . How this a�ects short message length
versions of LT codes will be of primary concern in the results section.

In terms of scalability, the LT code message length can be adjusted by
changing k. Subsequently, the length of the degree distribution and cumulative
distribution should also be adjusted to this value. The two decoding strategies
will be presented in the following sections.

3.3.1 Belief Propagation Decoding

The theory discussed in section 2.3 seems to suggest that the BP decoding
algorithm can provide a computationally inexpensive decoding solution for
the LT code over the BEC channel. This section describes how it is used for
the SensLAB. In particular, we design the BP decoder to evaluate its overhead
performance for short message length implementations.

In Bayesian network terms BP decoding is performed as "inference" on the
"received nodes", and the algorithm used is a class of the sum-product version
of the BP algorithm used in Bayesian networks [1]. This particular decoder
utilises the BP algorithm by "carrying" local messages between nodes to solve
a complex global function, which requires only simple processing compared to
other techniques. E�ectively, complex analytical methods used to solve such
sets of equations can be replaced by iterative methods (converging algorithms)
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such as the BP algorithm.
The objective of the decoder is to recover the original source data, s, from

s = e · G−1 as described in section 2.1.1. Some decoding methods such as
using matrix inversion will bring a high computational cost especially when
the generator matrix G is large. Decoding LT codes over the BEC can be done
by using a special BP process in which a received symbol has only two states,
either completely corrupt or completely correct.

This particular variant of the BP algorithm deals with the optimisation
of a rather complicated global function of a large number of variables (the
matrix shown in �gure 3.1). By solving subsets of the unknown variables the
construction of the decoding algorithm becomes much easier to manage and,
therefore, less computationally expensive. This factorisation process can be
represented by a bipartite graph as discussed in section 2.3.

Figure 3.3 demonstrates the BP decoding steps for a binary input s =
[1 1 0 1 0 1], to explain how the BP algorithm is used in the design for
SensLAB. Initially, the decoder was designed at small scale to validate its
functionality. In this example it is represented by a bipartite graph between
k = 6 source symbols on the left, and N = 6 received encoded symbols on the
right. Encoded symbol Ei is connected to source symbol Sj. The BP decoder
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Figure 3.3: Toy example of LT belief propagation decoding for k = 6 and
N = 6.
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repeats the following until failure occurs in Step (1), or the decoder stops after
successful decoding in Step (4):

� Step 1: Find an encoded symbol, say with index i, of degree 1; let j be
the index of its unique neighbour among the source symbols. If there is
no such degree 1 encoded symbol, then decoding fails prematurely.

� Step 2: Decode by setting Sj = Ei.

� Step 3: Let i1, ..., il denote the indices of encoded symbols connected to
source symbol j; set Eis = Eis + Sj for s = 1, ..., l, and remove source
symbol j and all edges emanating from it.

� Step 4: If there are unrecovered source symbols, then goto Step (1). Else
STOP.

If this process is repeated k times without failure then decoding completes
with all k source symbols recovered. Essentially, the complexity of the BP
decoding algorithm is the same as the complexity of the encoding algorithm,
since exactly one symbol operation is performed for each edge (connection)
between the source symbols and the encoded symbols. The computational
complexity of the BP decoding is linear in the average degree of the PDD
multiplied by the size of the source block k. This emphasises the importance
of the PDD in a SensLAB implementation. In Algorithm 2 the pseudo code
for the designed BP decoder is presented.

Algorithm 2 Belief Propagation LT Decoding

1: repeat

2: if d == 1 then
3: Sj ← Ei
4: for all j in bu�er do
5: d← d− 1 reduce degree
6: v ← v ⊕ Sj update value
7: end for

8: end if

9: until all input symbols recovered or decoding failed

The evaluation of this algorithm should represent the behaviour of a metaphor-
ical fountain producing water-drops, and a glass under this fountain catching
any random drops should be usable when the glass is full. This concept can
be tested by evaluating the BP decoder's decoding behaviour on processed
encoded symbols. The typical behaviour of the LT code using the Robust
soliton degree distribution is illustrated in �gure 3.4 (a) - (d) for a message
length k = 100 on the left, and (e) - (h) for k = 1000 on the right. The
Robust soliton distribution with its particular parameter selection used in the
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encoding process is shown in (a) and (e). The decoding failure probability in
both cases is set to δ = 0.5 and the free parameter c = 0.1. The cumulative
distribution c(d) is also indicated, as it is from this graph that the degrees
are independently sampled. This is shown in (b) and (f). A histogram of
the actual received degree distribution r(d) is also provided in (c) and (g) to
compare with the expected degree distributions given above.

When comparing the shape (density distribution) of the actual distribution
r(d) to the expected distribution p(d), it is clear that many of the weights �uc-
tuate and do not represent the exact distribution. This is an inherent problem
of LT codes using a combination of BP decoding and a PDD. Furthermore,
this is what Luby identi�ed as the root cause of the Ideal soliton distribution's
failure in practice (see section 2.3.2). More on this paradox and its related
design considerations will be discussed in section 3.4 and chapter 4.

When comparing (g) to (e) we see a smoother resemblance, since the sam-
pling set is much larger. This also explains why the LT code becomes more
e�cient for larger message lengths k. Finally, the fountain analogy is illus-
trated in (d) and (h), where complete decoding is possible if enough packets
are received. The decoder is run greedily as encoded packets arrive and im-
mediately starts to decode upon reception of the �rst degree-one packet �
it decodes all k only when a su�cient number of packets N is received. The
vertical axis shows the number of packets decoded as a function of the number
of received packets.

This graph illustrates the conceptual characteristic of a true Fountain code
and validates the functioning of our designed BP decoder. It also provides
insight into the complexity (critical energy usage distribution) of the type of
decoding algorithm typically required for implementation on SensLAB. When
ample independent packets are received, most of the symbol operations will
occur at the end of the decoding process. This is clearly illustrated in the
�gure.

It is clear that for BP decoding N must be greater than k to ensure suc-
cessful decoding of the original message. Since it is a random code, the total
number of packets required for successful decoding will seldom be the same for
all transmitted messages. The expected number of encoded packets required
for successful decoding can be estimated with equation 2.3.5.

The preliminary evaluations presented in this section demonstrates that the
overhead4 σ decreases substantially with the increase of the message length k.
In the next section we will discuss the importance of the PDD and demonstrate
the in�uence of the two parameters c and δ.

4Recall from Theorem 2 in section 2.1.4 that the overhead fraction is represented by σ.
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Figure 3.4: Typical LT code performance for the Robust soliton distribution
with c = 0.1 and δ = 0.5.
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3.3.2 Degree Distribution

The PDD often used in the LT code is the Robust soliton distribution, and
was used to establish the �rst practical realisation of a true Fountain code. In
the last decade, research on LT codes has provided many di�erent derivations
on the design of an optimal PDD, in an e�ort to reduce packet overheads.
However, these results provided no con�rmatory evidence of signi�cant reduc-
tions; and it is worth mentioning that many attempts have adapted the Robust
soliton. As such, it is decided to use the Robust soliton PDD for this design.
Subsequently, it is necessary to analyse the theoretical constructs of this PDD
to �nd the optimal parameter pair for the implementation in SensLAB. Con-
cerns for SensLAB implementation regarding this degree distribution are as
follows:

� There might not be any encoded packets of degree-one during the de-
coding process, which will lead to decoding failure.

� There might be too many encoded packets of degree-one, at some inter-
mediate step, resulting in large packet overheads.

� Some source symbols might not be connected if the average degree is too
small, also resulting in decoding failure.

The correct interplay between the parameters in the Robust soliton PDD,
from equation 2.3.4, is crucial for the LT code design, since it a�ects the
decoding failure probability and the packet redundancy. Bounds on these
parameters are given in equation 3.3.1 to help with the design of an optimal LT
code for SensLAB. When selecting parameters beyond these constraints, the
high-end spike of the degree distribution at R

S
will move outside the maximum

degree length (greater than d = k) and will give out-of-bounds errors. Bounds
on the parameter c was �rst proposed in [51] and presents a novel criterion in
the parameter selection process.

1

k − 1
·
√
k

ln(k
δ
)
≤ c ≤ 1

2
·
√
k

ln(k
δ
)

(3.3.1)

Theoretical bounds of the Robust soliton is shown in �gure 3.5. The de-
coding failure probability curve δ is clearly indicated, presenting the expected
area within which the decoder may operate (given in equation 2.3.4). The left
column (a), (d), and (g) illustrate the expected number of degree-one packets.
The expected number of higher degree packets, at the spike k

R
, is indicated in

the middle column (b), (e), and (h). In the right column the expected number
of encoded packets is shown, indicating the estimated redundancy.

The top row (a) - (c) shows the expected behaviour for smaller data lengths
of k = 100. In each row k is increased. This gives us an idea of how the decoder
will perform when utilising the BP algorithm with the Robust soliton PDD.
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Figure 3.5: Expected performance for LT codes using the Robust soliton dis-
tribution with the two parameters c and δ.

In accordance to [52], it was shown that the optimal parameter selection
for c is ≈ 0.1 in all cases where k = 100, 500 and 1000. Furthermore, it
was indicated that the decoding failure probability can increase to a value
greater than 1. We will focus on the supporting theory and stick with standard
notation provided by the original developers of Fountain codes, and as such,
not exceed parameter values unsupported by their respective theoretical limits
(δ ∈ [0, 1]).

The presented parameter boundaries provide the necessary information on
how the Robust soliton PDD is expected to provide ample degree-one and
higher degree symbols for the BP decoder. The bounds on decoding failure
provide the �rst insight into the estimated number of symbols necessary for
successful decoding. We will be using a conservative value, c = 0.1 (this value
also falls within the boundaries of c for each of the three message lengths), for
our designs and investigate the decoding probability, δ, in the results section.
The optimal parameter pairs, for each message length, can be calculated using
statistical methods, which is beyond the scope of this thesis. The presented
parameter pairs are very close to optimal compared to other research and is
feasible enough to consider for SensLAB.

The only concern with using the BP decoder is its large overheads at smaller
message sizes. For this reason GE decoding was considered for smaller message
sizes in SensLAB. The following section will discuss such a design.

3.3.3 Gaussian Elimination Decoding

Another familiar decoding technique used in Fountain codes, and one of the
�rst to demonstrate the proof of concept, is Gaussian elimination (GE) de-
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coding. The Gaussian decoder a�ords consideration with regard to the imple-
mentation in SensLAB, since it may provide low packet overheads, according
to the literature.

In principle the Gaussian elimination decoding technique attempts to solve
a set of linear equations (independent) produced by a random binary matrix.
In this case the PDD is uniform and require no pre-calculation, since it is
non-parametric (except for the variability of the message length k).

To demonstrate the performance of this method, it is necessary to investi-
gate the invertibility probability of such random binary matrices, as explained
and motivated in section 2.3.1. In order for the decoder to decode the original
source message, it must be able to compute the inverse of the generator ma-
trix (G−1). From the literature it is known that the invertibility probability
of random n-by-n binary matrices goes to 1 as n → ∞ [53]. Furthermore,
the theory shows that the invertibility probability monotonically increases as
the size of the binary matrix increases (when it is augmented by the addition
of more column entries, resulting in a matrix with dimensions k-by-N). The
upper bound provided in �gure 2.7 showed that this conjecture is valid.

A simple test was performed by using the BEC model (with random era-
sures) in order to validate these claims. By simulation, theoretical results are
compared to actual results to investigate the GE decoding behaviour and per-
formance for SensLAB. Random binary matrices were constructed and tested
to see whether they could deliver a full rank of length k, which must be the
same length as the message length (or the row length). An extra random binary
column was added each time and the invertibility probability re-calculated.
These tests produced overhead-failure curves, which can be compared to the
more common BP decoder. The GE decoding test is illustrated in Algorithm
3. The number of frames represents the number of times the experiment is
repeated.

Figure 3.6 illustrates the actual decoding compared with the expected de-
coding probability, and indicates the corresponding correlation. For this sim-
ulation the average success rate was calculated from a thousand random ma-
trices for each point on the graph. It is clear that an overhead of σ = 0.10
ensures a very high decoding probability close to 1.

In �gure 3.7 and �gure 3.8 the same test was performed. For these mes-
sage lengths the average success rate, indicated by each point, was calculated
using fewer random sets of matrices (in an e�ort to reduce computation time).
In each graph the actual performance is well anticipated by the theoretical
upper bound and for larger message lengths the overhead percentage drops
signi�cantly. The relationship is strictly monotonic and not linear, so a Spear-
man correlation measure is used to verify the correlation (ρ close to 1 indicates
strong positive correlation). The result of this measure is indicated in table 3.1.
Despite the promising low overheads and the strong correlation to the theo-
retical upper bounds, GE is computationally expensive and not recommended
for larger message lengths in SensLAB. It can, however, be considered for
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Algorithm 3 Gaussian elimination decoding

1: for n = k to N do

2: for i = 1 to frames do
3: create random binary G matrix
4: create random binary s message
5: encode the message e = G× s
6: calculate matrix rank r
7: if r == k then
8: calculate G−1

9: decode message e∗ = G−1 × e
10: else

11: message cannot be decoded
12: end if

13: end for

14: if e∗ == s then
15: message successfully decoded
16: end if

17: end for
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Figure 3.6: Actual Gaussian elimination decoding compared to the expected
theoretical bound (k = 100).

smaller size messages (k ≤ 100). In such cases the math.h library can be used,
since it is compatible with the Contiki OS. This will enable the computation
and manipulation of linear algebraic equations such as Gaussian elimination.
The results section will elaborate on the performance of the di�erent decod-
ing overhead-failure results. Moreover, the BP decoding performance can be
considered as an near optimal result for Fountain codes in terms of overhead
performance.

The presented GE overhead-failure performance indicate a high correlation
to the actual random matrix tests, and can therefore be used as a near-optimal
performance indication (baseline indication with regard to redundancy) com-
pared to the other designed Fountain codes.
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Figure 3.7: Actual Gaussian elimination decoding compared to the expected
theoretical bound (k = 500).
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Figure 3.8: Actual Gaussian elimination decoding compared to the expected
theoretical bound (k = 1000).

Table 3.1: Summarised evaluation of GE decoding.

k 100 500 1000

ρ 0.9989 0.9958 0.9429

3.4 Raptor Code Design

This section will entail the complete design of a scalable Raptor code that can
be considered for SensLAB. This particular Raptor code consists of an outer
pre-code and an inner LT code. The two most important design considerations
for this Raptor code is the selection of an appropriate pre-code, and the design
of an complimentary degree distribution such that their combination will allow
for lower overall complexity. As mentioned previously in section 2.3.3, we
consider a Raptor code that lie somewhere between a high-rate pre-code and
an optimised PDD. As such both should be considered non-trivial.

In the last decade, research has provided ample support for the assertion
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that LDPC codes are e�cient as they can perform close to the Shannon limit.
Moreover, the consensus view seems to be that a set of LDPC codes that
uses an irregular H-matrices can outperform regular ones. For these reasons
a LDPC code, which utilises an irregular H-matrix was considered for this
design.

Typical LDPC codes propagate probabilistic channel information in the
decoding algorithm. As such, our LDPC code needs to be modi�ed to accom-
modate a BEC implementation for SensLAB. The design methodology for an
appropriate erasure-resilient LDPC encoder and decoder and their parameter
selections will be illustrated. Additionally, an equally important consideration
is the design of an e�ective Raptor degree distribution capable of elegant in-
terplay between erasure delivery and erasure correction. The correct interplay
between all these parameters and the selection of an optimal degree distribu-
tion is what determines the performance of the Raptor code. A diagram of the
di�erent Raptor code components are shown in �gure 3.9. In this illustration,
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Figure 3.9: Transmission channel demonstrating a Raptor code implementa-
tion.

the message k (of length5 5) is encoded by multiplication of the G-matrix (the
G-matrix is derived from theH-matrix not shown in the �gure). This produces
the encoded message c (with 3 extra bits). The pre-coded message c is then
encoded by the LT code and transmitted as E. The BP decoder attempts to
reconstruct E (with missing symbols) and then proceeds to decode by using
the LDPC decoder to produce c∗. The �nal decoded message is presented by
z.

In order to proceed with the design we need to evaluate the conditions for
designing a Raptor code. We will use the LT code described in section 2.3.2,
and a suitable pre-code described in section 2.2.3. The conditions for these
codes are:

� The code rate R of the LDPC pre-code Cn needs to be
1+ ε

2

1+ε
.

5Note that these values are for illustrative purposes only.
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� The LT code should be able to decode the disconnected fraction of sym-

bols given by: ς =
( ε
4

)

(1+ε)
= (1−R)

2
.

The following two sections will focus on the speci�c parameter selections
and the evaluation of each component in the Raptor code, i.e, the LDPC
pre-code and the LT code.

3.4.1 LDPC Pre-code

In �gure 3.9 the Raptor code implementation is illustrated. Firstly, the source
message is encoded by the LDPC code using the generator matrix. This con-
verts the original message to a codeword of length n. Our G-matrix construc-
tion will allow for a systematic pre-coding of c. This means that the original
message k is part of c. Secondly, this codeword is passed to the LT encoder
and encoded as illustrated in �gure 3.1. The LT decoder collects enough sym-
bols and tries to decode the fraction of connected symbols and sends the result
(with a fraction of un-decoded symbols) to the LDPC decoder. The LDPC
decoder then tries to correct the missing residual symbols.

The received symbols from the inner LT code are always completely correct
(if the appropriate CRC check register is enabled in the SensLAB CC2420
radio unit), the task of the decoder is to determine the value of the unknown
symbols. In the case of Raptor codes, the outer LDPC code will attempt to
infer the missing fraction of symbols ς, which were not connected by the inner
LT code. Hereafter the missing fraction of symbols not connected by the LT
code will also be referred to as erasures.

An erasure-resilient LDPC code is used to complete the decoding process
and its function can be described as follows: if a parity-check equation exists
that includes only one erased bit, the correct value for the erased bit can be
determined by choosing the value that satis�es even parity [35]. This descrip-
tion highlights the fundamental operations of the parity check equations, and
care should be taken to insure that these operations can complete without
intractability. These checks make up the H-matrix in the LDPC code.

Finding good sparse H-matrices for our particular implementation is not
practical. Most pre-designed options are not scalable in terms of our require-
ments with regard to message length, code-rate and regularity. Subsequently,
a good H-matrix needs to have no stopping sets or girth sizes (smallest cycle)
larger than 4.

Parity-check Matrix

The construction of a high performing LDPC code requires the design of
a sparse parity-check matrix H and then determining a generator matrix G.
The way to design such a matrix is to start by assigning weights to it that
describes the number of non-zero elements represented by the row weight wr
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and column weight wc. Su�ce it to say, the distribution of these weights can
classify the LDPC code into two categories: a regular LDPC code, where the
row and column weights are constant throughout H, and an irregular LDPC
code with random constructions of wc and wr.

One way to create such a matrix is by using an existing algorithm complying
to rules that ensures a high performance LDPC design. This design will require
a di�erent characterisation of the H-matrix in terms of its symbol connections.
Moreover, a degree distribution can be used to characterise such a parity-check
matrix. For an irregular parity-check matrix the fraction of columns can be
designated by the symbol i in vi, and the fraction of rows of weight i by hi.
The set v and h is collectively referred to as the degree distribution of the
H-matrix. For this design the degree distribution should be converted to an
edge perspective; by using an edge-perspective degree distribution polynomial.
The fraction of the edges connected to a degree-i variable node is expressed as
λi; and ρj is the fraction that are incident to a degree-j check node. Formally,
this can be expressed by: ∑

i

= λi = 1, (3.4.1)∑
j

= ρj = 1. (3.4.2)

The functions used to describe the degree distributions are given in polynomial
form in equation 3.4.3 and 3.4.4, and can also be converted back to a node-
perspective by using equation 3.4.5 and 3.4.6.

λ(x) =
∑

λix
i−1 (3.4.3)

ρ(x) =
∑

ρjx
j−1 (3.4.4)

vi =
λi
i∑
i
λi
i

(3.4.5)

hj =

ρj
j∑
j
ρj
j

(3.4.6)

An appropriate polynomial degree distribution, that conforms to the parity
check rules and the additional erasures introduced by the LT code, is crucial
for the design of a H-matrix in a Raptor code. In [22] Shokrohalli's proof
rest on the assumption that a particular distribution can be used in order to
demonstrate the workings of a Raptor code. The mentioned distribution has

a message edge degree λ(x) = (2x+3x2)
5

, subsequently represented by a right-
regular Tanner graph. He claimed that it should be su�cient to generate a
LDPC parity-check matrix for a Raptor code. For this polynomial the column
distribution is given by v2 = 1

2
, v3 = 1

2
, and the row distribution is regular
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hi = 1, for some i > 0. This particular polynomial was considered as a
guideline in the design of the parity-check matrix.

To construct such parity-check matrices an algorithm, called the progressive
edge growth (PEG) algorithm, proposed by David MacKay was used [54]. This
algorithm was considered, since it can potentially allow for a scalable message
length and it provides the calculation of the G-matrix. The inputs to this
algorithm include: code block length n, code-rate r, column weight polynomial
v, and row weight polynomial h. The H-matrix of dimension n(1 − r)-by-n
is calculated by �rst under �lling the rows and columns of the matrix and
then adding rows and columns until the appropriate lengths are reached. The
algorithm then checks for dependencies and re�lls entries if they exist. The
PEG algorithm is based on mathematical assumptions and random constructs,
as such it needs to be considered for evaluation before �nal integration in the
Raptor code.

Erasure-resilient Decoding

An erasure-resilient decoder is required for the LDPC code, since the typical
soft-decision decoder will not su�ce. In this case, the messages passed along
the Tanner graph edges are straightforward (binary). The variable node sends
the same outgoing message M to each of its connected check nodes.

An example in [35] was used to demonstrate the decoding algorithm de-
sign for the SensLAB LDPC decoder. The example starts by considering an
arbitrary irregular H matrix shown in equation 3.4.7 (similar to the irregular
matrices we need to generate). This is a binary code with m = 3 parity-check
constraints and has a codeword length of n = 6.

H =

 1 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 1 0 1 0
1 1 1 0 0 1

 (3.4.7)

A code C consists of all six strings c = [c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6], which satisfy all
three parity-check equations. The constraints are written in matrix form as
indicated by equation 3.4.8. The stopping criterion is satis�ed if the maximum
number of iterations are reached or if the syndrome is equal to `0', as shown
in Algorithm 3.

When a check node receives only one `ε' (erasure) message, only then it
can calculate the value of the unknown bit; by choosing the value that satis�es
parity. The check nodes send back di�erent messages to each of their connected
bit nodes. The message direction is indicated by labelling the edges as Ej,i for
the message from the j-th check node to the i-th variable node. This declares
the value of the i-bit `1', `0' or `ε' as determined by the j-th check node. If
the variable node of an erased bit receives an incoming message which is `1' or
`0' the bit node changes its value to the value of the incoming message. This
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process is repeated until all the bit values are known, or until some maximum
number of decoder iterations was reached and the decoder fails.

Figure 3.10 represents this iterative process. Here we use the notation Bj

to represent the set of bits in the j-th parity-check equation of the code.
For the code in this example6 we have B1 = {1, 2, 4}, B2 = {2, 3, 5}, B3 =

{1, 5, 6}, B4 = {3, 4, 6}. Similarly the notation Ai is used to present the
parity-check equations that check on the i-th bit of the code. We have A1 =
{1, 3}, A2 = {1, 2}, A3 = {2, 4}, A4 = {1, 4}, A5 = {2, 3}, A6 = {3, 4}. Al-
gorithm 3 outlines the message-passing decoding (in this case it uses an era-
sure correcting BP algorithm) on the BEC with the received message string
c∗ = [c∗1, c

∗
2, ..., c

∗
n] as the input, with the output M = [M1,M2, ...,Mn]. The

message, labelled Mi for the i-th bit node, declares that the bit values are
known, or that some maximum number of decoder iterations has passed. This
is demonstrated in Algorithm 3 with regard to the stopping criterion in equa-
tion 3.4.8.

H × c∗T =

 1 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 1 0 1 0
1 1 1 0 0 1

×

c1

c2

c3

c4

c5

c6

 =

 0
0
0

 (3.4.8)

An example of the each step is illustrated in �gure 3.10, where a codeword
c = [0 0 1 0 1 1] is sent over an erasure channel and the message c∗ = [0 0 1 ε ε
ε] is received. In terms of SensLAB implementation the `ε' represents random
erasures introduced by the weakened inner LT code in the Raptor code.

In the �rst step, the check node messages are calculated from the known
values in the received message. If the check node has one incoming erasure `ε',
the new calculated value of the connected variable nodes will be the outgoing
message, which will be passed back to the erased variable node in the next step.
In step 2, each variable node that has an unknown value `ε' uses its incoming
messages to update its value, if possible. The procedure is summarised in the
steps given below:

� Step 1: The check node messages are calculated. The 1st check node C1

is joined to v1, v2 and v4, and so has incoming messages `1', `0' and `ε'.
Since the check node has one incoming `ε' message, from the v4 variable
node, its outgoing message on this edge, E1,4, will be the value of the 4th
codeword bit E1,4 = M1 ⊕M2 = 0 ⊕ 0 = 0. The 2nd check C2 includes
v2, v3 and v5, and so has incoming messages `0', `1' and `ε'. Since the
check node also has one incoming erasure from the v5 node, its outgoing
message on this edge, E2,5, will be the value of the 5th codeword bit

6Note that the same values from the example in [35] were used.
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Figure 3.10: Belief propagation decoding of an irregular (v1 = 1
2
, v2 = 1

3
, v3 =

1
6
, h3 = 2

3
, h4 = 1

3
) erasure-resilient LDPC code.

E2,5 = M2⊕M3 = 0⊕ 1 = 1. The rest of the checks have more than one
erasure and can, therefore, not be used to determine the values of any of
the bits in this step.

� Step 2: Each bit node that has an unknown value uses its incoming
messages to update its value. The 4th bit is unknown and has incoming
messages, of `0' (E1,4) and `ε' (E4,4) and so it changes its value to `0'.
The 5th bit is also unknown and has incoming messages of `1' (E2,5) and
`ε' (E3,5) and so it changes its value to `1'. The 6th bit is also unknown.
However, it has incoming messages of `ε' (E3,6) and `ε' (E4,6) and so
cannot change its value. At the end of Step 2 we are left with M = [0 0
1 0 1 ε].

� Step 3: Since there is one more erasure to correct, the Stopping criterion
will not be satis�ed. The algorithm will continue with Step 1 using the
updated version ofM and repeat until the maximum number of iterations
is exceeded, or until the syndrome is equal to 0.

As previously mentioned the PEG algorithm, found in some of the work
produced by MacKay, was used to create an irregular H-matrix. A few matri-
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Algorithm 4 LDPC Erasure Decoding

1: repeat

2:

3: Variable node → Check node
4: for j = 1 to m do

5: for all i ∈ Bj do

6: if all messages into check j other than Mi are known then
7: Ej,i =

∑
i′∈Bj,i′ 6=i

(Mi′ mod 2)

8: else

9: Ej,i = ε
10: end if

11: end for

12: end for

13:

14: Check node → Variable node
15: for i = 1 to n do
16: if Mi = `unknown' then
17: if there exists a j ∈ Ai s.t. Ej,i 6= x then
18: Mi = Ej,i
19: end if

20: end if

21: end for

22:

23: Stopping Criterion
24: if all Mi known or maximum iteration reached then
25: Syndrome = M ·HT

26: if Syndrome == 0 then
27: Decoding Success
28: break
29: else

30: Decoding Failure
31: break
32: end if

33: end if

34:

35: Iteration++
36:

37: until all erasures recovered or maximum iterations reached
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ces were produced with this algorithm, using the proposed polynomial provided
by Shokrohalli, and evaluated to determine if it is capable of correcting up to
10% of random erasures. Each matrix's erasure correcting performance was
evaluated over 1000 independent tests with independent random erasures. The
best-performing H-matrices are presented below in �gure 3.11 to �gure 3.13.
For clarity, the �gures on the right, labelled (b), are magni�ed illustrations of
the roll-o� area.
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Figure 3.11: Performance evaluation of irregular parity-check matrices (m =
24, n = 100).
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Figure 3.12: Performance evaluation of irregular parity-check matrices (m =
80, n = 500).

We can see that the selected parity-check matrices H1 - H3 performs almost
identically. Matrix H1 was selected in the LDPC pre-code for n = 100, since it
performed smoothly throughout p, with a slightly higher roll-o� peak. Matrix
H3 was chosen for message length n = 500, and H2 for n = 1000 respectively.

The literature suggests an erasure correcting capability of up to ς = 0.05 is
excellent, and the selected matrices achieve this at reasonably high probability.
The maximum number of decoding iterations were limited to 25. Assuming
that the parity-check graphs are cycle free, an error correcting threshold can
be estimated for a particular degree distribution, for an estimated number of
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Figure 3.13: Performance evaluation of irregular parity-check matrices (m =
180, n = 1000).

iterations. The theory in [35] suggests that 25 iterations is enough for designs
with these codeword lengths. The Raptor PDD now needs to be designed
requiring that (1−ς)n is decodable (95% of n) with high probability. Basically,
we require ς to be smaller than the LDPC error-rate, since smaller message
sizes may produce larger deviations from the average ς. The next section will
explain the design of an optimal degree distribution capable of meeting these
requirements.

3.4.2 Raptor Degree Distribution

In this section, we will design the Raptor code degree distribution (the LT
code's PDD used in the inner part of the Raptor code). The typical Robust
soliton PDD used in a LT code is not su�cient for this implementation, since
we require only a certain fraction of the symbols after decoding and not all.
Moreover, the right interplay between the pre-code C and the LT code used to
create the encoded symbols is crucial. In order to obtain this the PDD a�ords
re-design and optimisation. Evidently, both the received encoded symbols and
the constraint symbols are used for decoding the intermediate block cn.

For Raptor codes the degree distribution design is much easier to optimise
and implement, since it is capped at a value usually much smaller than the
original message length k. We denote the distribution by its generator poly-
nomial Ω(x) =

∑k
i=0 Ωix

i. In notation the expectation, or average degree, of
this is given by a = Ω′(1).

The same conditions for the LT code degree distribution apply for the
Raptor degree distribution, since it is utilising the BP decoder. However, the
distribution needs to be modi�ed to ensure enough symbols of degree-one, to
permit the initiation of the decoding process. Additionally, the distribution
should be capped at some maximum degree dmax, giving it an appropriate
average weight for each degree and allowing constant complexity.

This can be achieved by selecting a proper overhead parameter ε and calcu-
lating the maximum degree at which the distribution will be capped, dmax :=
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⌈
4(1+ε)
ε

⌉
. The polynomial is de�ned by equation 3.4.9, where µ := ε

2
+ ε2

4
.

Recall that the analysis of the BP decoding process in section 2.3.2 was used
to de�ne this equation.

Ω(x) =
1

(µ+ 1)
(µx+

x2

1 · 2
+

x3

2 · 3
+ ...+

xdmax

dmax · (dmax − 1)
+
xdmax+1

dmax
) (3.4.9)

From Lemma 1 in section 2.3.3 Shokrohalli argued that any aggregate of m =
(1 + ε

2
)n + 1 received symbols from the LT code using Ω(x) as its degree

distribution, is su�cient to recover at least (1 − ς)n input symbols via BP
decoding, where ς = ε

4(1+ε)
.

One way to optimise the PDD for our requirements is to consider using a lin-
ear programming (LP) optimisation technique shown in 3.4.10. This technique
was suggested by Shokrohalli in [19, 22], and extended in [55] by Sejdinovi. It
was shown that it can be used to �nd optimal weights wd for each degree in
the distribution function. As such, the work done in [55] was followed as an
guideline to proceed with the design.

min fTx
s.t. A · x ≤ b

x ≥ 0.
(3.4.10)

In order to use LP we need to determine the objective function and the
constraints. Equation 3.4.9 can be set as the cost vector f in equation 3.4.10,
which we want to minimise. The constraints matrix A is obtained by �rst
calculating the matrix dimensions, which is set to a p-by-dmax matrix, since
the interval [ς, 1] can be discretised with p equidistant points. The inequality
column vector b was simpli�ed in [55] to be −ln(xi), where it should also
contain i = p rows to satisfy the system of equations. The lower bounds are
set to wd ≥ 0. These variables and their respective conditions reduces the LP
optimisation problem to the following:

LP: min α
∑dmax

d
wd
d
(objective function)

α

dmax∑
d=1

wd(1− xi)d−1 ≥ −ln(xi), i ∈ Np,

wd ≥ 0, d ∈ Ndmax and

dmax∑
d=1

wd = 1, (3.4.11)

where d ∈ Ndmax . When a solution is determined, each individual weight of

the degree distribution can then be calculated from w(x) as Ω(x) =
∫ x
0 w(z)dz∫ 1
0 w(z)dz

.
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The duality property of LP allows us to solve the inequality by switching
the signs of the constraint matrix A, and of the inequality column vector,
since typical LP7 solve a problem described in equation 3.4.10 with an opposite
inequality sign. The solution obtained by the LP technique is converted back to
the node-perspective by multiplying each entry by the cost vector and followed
by re-normalising. Very small values of wd can be discarded (set to zero) and
re-normalised to obtain the �nal PDD function.

The LP optimisation technique was used to develop three Raptor PDDs.
These PDDs are shown in �gure 3.14. Each distribution is capped at some
discrete entry less than the value of the codeword length n, as we expected.
The evaluation of each PDD is crucial and must comply to the conditions
stated previously. The values of each of the weights for the di�erent message
lengths are indicated in table 3.2, along with the expected average degree a.
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(a) Raptor PDD (ε = 0.58, n = 100)
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(c) Raptor PDD (ε = 0.18, n = 1000)

Figure 3.14: Designed Raptor degree distributions.

3.4.3 Density Evolution

In the previous section we designed an optimised PDD that constitutes an
integral part of the Raptor code design. The optimisation of this PDD involved
some heuristics and a few mathematical assumptions. In section 2.3.3 the
correct interplay between the pre-code and the LT code was emphasised as it
is crucial for the Raptor code. For these reasons it is important to test and
evaluate the optimised PDD independently before considering it as part of the
�nal Raptor code.

The new PDD design should weaken the inner LT code, inherently allow-
ing the Raptor code to achieve an optimal encoding and decoding complexity
within a constant degree. As such, it should not fail decoding the symbols pre-
maturely until a certain fraction is decoded successfully. A method collectively
referred to as Density evolution (DE) can be used to realise such a test [8, 56].

7In Matlab the function linprog(f,A, b, [], [], lb) solves the linear programming problem.
Example code was provided by Sejdinovi and is used with permission of the author.
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Table 3.2: Raptor degree distributions for various design values of n and ε.

n 100 500 1000

Ω1 0.2144 0.1135 0.0820
Ω2 0.3947 0.4505 0.4674
Ω3 0.1834 0.1762 0.1487
Ω4 0.0519 0 0.1106
Ω5 0 0.1217 0
Ω6 0 0.0446 0
Ω7 0 0 0.1192
Ω8 0.1554 0 0
Ω14 0 0.0554 0
Ω15 0 0.0378 0
Ω19 0 0 0.0663
Ω20 0 0 0.0056
ε 0.58 0.26 0.18
a 3.0055 3.7634 4.1136

The evaluation of typical PDDs used for a larger Raptor code is provided in
appendix A.1. This was used as a guideline to evaluate the PDDs that was
designed in the previous section.

The DE method is based on an evaluation of the asymptotic �nite length
behaviour of the expected BP decoding process. Parameters of the pre-code
and the PDD can be altered until an optimal result in terms of decoding
success and overhead is obtained, by examining the asymptotic behaviour. As
such DE can be used to test or anticipate the performance of a predetermined
PDD.

More formally, the BP decoder should ensure that the decoding of (1− ς)n
symbols is possible with an overhead of n+ε·n, at consecutive instances, and at
high probability. From [8, 56] the expected asymptotic fraction of intermediate
symbols connected to encoded symbols of reduced degree-one can be written
as:

1− x− e(1+ε)Ω′(x), (3.4.12)

where x is the fraction of recovered intermediate symbols. The analysis re-
veals that if x0 is the smallest root of this equation in the interval [0, 1), then
asymptotically the expected fraction of intermediate symbols still un-decoded
at the end of the LT decoding process is 1 − x0. The root of this equation,
therefore, indicates where the decoding process will fail during the decoding
process, and what fraction of symbols is expected to be left un-decoded.

For a Raptor code it follows that, asymptotically, the degree distribution
Ω(x) has to be designed in such a way as to ensure that all but the frac-
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Figure 3.15: Density evolution of the asymptotic �nite length behaviour for
Ωa(x).

tion ς of encoded symbols are decoded by the LT decoder. By substituting
the derivative of the designed degree distribution Ω(x) in equation 3.4.12, the
asymptotic analysis can reveal how the degree distribution is expected to per-
form. For equation 3.4.12, ε can be altered to evaluate the tolerable overhead
performance of the PDD. Asymptotically, the PDD has to be designed as to
ensure that:

sup{x ∈ [0, 1) : 1− x− e(1+ε)Ω′(x) > 0} (3.4.13)

is maximised.
The evaluation process can be realised by back substituting the designed

PDD Ω(x) into the function 1 − x − e(1+ε)Ω′(x). Di�erent values of ε can be
tested, which must satisfy the asymptotic condition stated in equation 3.4.13.

In addition, c can be altered in the function 1 − x − e(1+ε)Ω′(x) − c
√

1−x
k
, to

achieve a desirable interplay between the decoding error probability and ς.
The DE evaluation technique was performed on the Raptor code with mes-

sage length n = 100 in an e�ort to validate the asymptotic trend in comparison
to the larger Raptor code's asymptotic trend in appendix A.1. In �gure 3.15
the asymptotic behaviour of the designed PDD, presented in �gure 3.14(a) (for
n = 100), is indicated with di�erent values of ε.

Now we need to reconsider the erasure correcting capability of the LDPC
pre-code that was designed in section 2.2.3, and re-evaluate its performance
according to the DE trends given by the di�erent ε values. The selected parity-
check matrix (H1), from �gure 3.11, can correct erasures of 5% at ≈ 99%
probability. A closer look at �gure 3.15(b) reveals that many of the selected ε
values will su�ce. However, since these are estimates a conservative choice for
ε is selected instead. In this case, the PDD Ωa(x) was designed by selecting
ε = 0.58.

The methods used to develop the Raptor code PDD is based on math-
ematical assumptions and heuristics. Therefore, it seems reasonable to test
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Figure 3.16: Belief propagation decoding test for Ωa(x) with ε = 0.58 (mean
= 0.0347, std = 0.0359).

the PDD independently and evaluate its performance based on the intended
design criterion.

The PDD is tested with the actual BP decoder, and a histogram is gener-
ated that indicates the frequency of the un-decoded fraction of symbols. The
expected value, skewness of the distribution, outliers, median, quartiles, and
deviations can be examined to determine how the PDD operates within the
design speci�cations. The histogram, �tted with a kernel smoothing function,
and the empirical cumulative distribution is shown in �gure 3.16. These �g-
ures indicate that the majority (≈ 80%)of the un-decoded symbols are between
0− 5%. Further inspection in comparison to the other two Raptor codes will
reveal the importance of the pre-code for this speci�c small message length
Raptor code.

Up to this point the tests and evaluations of the parity check matrix H1

and the optimised PDD Ωa(x) reveal that: ≈95% of the n symbols are de-
codable by the BP decoder, and the other 5% may be decoded by the LDPC
decoder. For the other message lengths (n = 500 and n = 1000) the same pro-
cedure was followed and the results for each are shown in the graphs below.
Figure 3.17 and �gure 3.18 indicate test results for a n = 500, and �gures 3.19
and �gure 3.20 for n = 1000.

The mean values and standard deviations of each of the PDD evaluations
provided in the presented �gures are not robust statistics as it is not resistant
to extreme observations. In the event of such observations the LDPC code-rate
should be adapted to ensure tighter bounds around the expected un-decoded
fraction of symbols produced by the BP decoder. Therefore, a boxplot is
provided in �gure 3.21 to illustrate the distribution skewness and to reveal
extreme outliers in each case. In this �gure it is clear that: for the shorter
message length (n = 100) the erasure percentage is distributed more (larger
range between the quartiles) and not skewed (indicated by the median value).
There also seems to be outliers distributed further away from the median,
compared to the other two PDDs. The larger message sizes (n = 500 and 1000)
has less distributed (smaller range between the quartiles) erasure percentages,
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Figure 3.17: Density evolution of the asymptotic �nite length behaviour for
Ωb(x).
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Figure 3.18: Belief propagation decoding test for Ωb(x) with ε = 0.26 (mean
= 0.0339, std = 0.0292).
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Figure 3.19: Density evolution of the asymptotic �nite length behaviour for
Ωc(x).
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Figure 3.20: Belief propagation decoding test for Ωc(x) with ε = 0.18 (mean
= 0.0317, std = 0.0301).
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Figure 3.21: Boxplot comparison of the PDD performances.

is skewed to the left and has outliers closer to the median. These statistics
were used to determine if the LDPC code (code-rate) needed to be adapted to
accommodate the PDD's performance in order to correct a larger fraction of
erasures. In this case, the LDPC code rate was adapted for Ωa(x) (n = 100)
to ensure the correction of up to 10% erasures with slightly higher probability
than the other two PDDs. The adaption entails a lower code rate compared
to the other two codes. This allows the n = 100 LDPC code to correct slightly
more erasures than the other two (recall from �gure 3.11).

This section described the segregated designs of each component in the
Raptor code. Each component was tested and evaluated independently and
highlights the importance of the design parameters for each of the three Rap-
tor codes. The erasure correcting capability of the LDPC code, as well as
the decoding capability of the LT code, requires careful consideration in each
design step. The presented evaluations can confer that the performance of the
PDD is consistent with our anticipated LDPC code design criterion and with
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Table 3.3: Performance summary of the designed PDDs.

n 100 500 1000

Outliers 267 586 780
max 0.70 0.45 0.36

Upper-adjacent 0.11 0.072 0.059
3de-Quartile 0.05 0.04 0.034

median 0.03 0.026 0.024
1st-Quartile 0.01 0.018 0.017

Lower-adjacent 0 0 0.001
min 0 0 0

high certainty. A complete performance comparison and in-depth discussion
regarding these �ndings will be presented in chapter 4.

3.5 Design Cycle and Design Tools

In this section, we will describe the design cycle by referring to the research
methodology in section 1.4. A description of all the tests and the evaluations
of the candidate FEC codes for SensLAB will be explained. A summary of the
design cycle in accordance with the main objectives described in section 1.4 is
described below.

1. Investigate:

a) the SensLAB platform, node hardware and software constraints;

b) information theory fundamentals and channel model derivations;

c) theory on channel capacity and its derivations;

d) FEC theory and analyses;

e) Fountain code theory and its analyses;

f) the encoding and decoding schemes and its analyses.

2. Plan:

a) identify suitable SensLAB hardware and software combinations for
hosting the FEC strategy;

b) identify an appropriate channel model to use as a reference for the
FEC design;

c) identify an appropriate error-correction strategy for SensLAB;

d) identify the FEC strategy's corresponding encoding and decoding
schemes;
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e) identify possible design techniques to allow for a scalable FEC de-
sign in terms of transport frame size;

f) identify an appropriate evaluation framework for the candidate codes;

g) identify appropriate tools for the design and evaluation of the can-
didate FEC codes.

3. Create:

a) create a design framework and a simulator to evaluate the candidate
codes;

b) design three candidate LT codes using two decoding methods and
appropriate parameter selections;

c) design three candidate Raptor codes using the identi�ed techniques.

4. Evaluate:

a) evaluate the two di�erent LT code decoding schemes over the three
di�erent frame sizes, and in comparison to their expected perfor-
mance;

b) evaluate the separate components in the Raptor code design;

c) evaluate the �nal LT codes and �nal Raptor codes design over the
estimated SensLAB channel conditions by using the simulator.

In numerous occasions the design and evaluation cycle overlapped in or-
der to ascertain whether or not appropriate results has been reached before
proceeding with the rest of the design. The theory and concepts provided
in the literature study were evaluated by using Matlab, including all the LT
code and Raptor code designs and simulations. Most functions used for the
design of the FEC codes comprised of powerful matrix and array manipula-
tions. Furthermore, the random number generator allowed for easy sampling
from uniquely developed distributions and was used to characterise the BEC
channel. Optimisation tools such as LP, and statistical descriptive tools such
as correlation functions and curve �tting estimators was also advantageous
during the investigation and evaluation process.

Each component in the simulator corresponds to a separate Matlab func-
tion. All the functions and scripts used to design, analyse and test the candi-
date Fountain codes are listed below.

� Ideal_Soliton.m : The theoretically ideal degree distribution used in
the LT code process.

� Random_linear_failure.m : Used to evaluate theoretical bounds on a
Gaussian decoder.
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� RS_Degree.m : This script is the Robust soliton degree distribution
introduced by M. Luby.

� Random_matrix.m : Used to evaluate the overhead-failure performance
of a Gaussian decoder.

� asymptotic_finite_length_behaviour.m : In this script, DE is per-
formed to evaluate the asymptotic behaviour of the optimised PDD.
The weight of each degree is set by the user as input.

� [Omega, oh_lb] = lin_opt_degdist(d_max, delta, u) : This function
uses LP optimisation and computes the weights corresponding to each
degree, and commutes them to a degree distribution for the Raptor code.

� [H_Matrix, final_column_weights] = H_Generator(n, r, v, h) : This
function uses the PEG algorithm to determine the parity-check matrix.

� [G_Matrix] = G_Generator(H_Matrix) : This function generates
the generator matrix, from the parity-check matrix, used in the encoding
process of the LDPC pre-code.

� [Codeword] = LDPC_Encoding(G_Matrix,Message) : Here the LDPC
pre-code codeword is calculated.

� [E] = LT_Encoding(Index, n,Omega, Codeword) : On the �y LT en-
coding is performed with this function.

� [LT_Output] = LT_Decoding(n, LT_Matrix) : LT decoding is per-
formed by this function using the BP algorithm.

� [LDPC_Output, Iterations] =
LDPC_Decode(LT_Output,m, n,H_Matrix,MAX_ITER) : Here
the �nal LDPC erasure correction decoding is performed. The function
also returns the number of iterations it used.

Scalability is realised by using the PEG algorithm in combination with the
LP optimisation. All the corresponding simulator outputs (parameters, arrays,
matrices, and distributions) from each of the candidate codes will be discussed
in the following section.

3.6 Simulator

The simulator was written in Matlab to simulate loss in a BEC environment
and to validate the operability of the design parameters, matrices and dis-
tributions. The BEC channel erases randomly received vector entries in the
received LT code matrix, since this is the part of the Raptor code (the inner
part) exposed to the channel. The simulator will be explained by referring to
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the �ow diagram in �gure 3.22. This section will also provide an overview of
the code design in terms of scalability and how it can be realised by using the
presented design framework. The message length k, codeword length n, and
overhead factor ε are given as input by the user. Options for this implemen-
tation include:

1. designing and evaluating a LT code using any PDD;

2. designing a Raptor PDD for the inner LT code;

3. designing a H-matrix for the outer LDPC code;

4. evaluating the optimised PDD using DE and actual BP decoding;

5. evaluating the LDPC code's H-matrix over a BEC channel;

6. evaluating the complete Raptor code over a BEC channel.

The parameter selections input by the user is evaluated and the following
parameters are calculated before producing results of the designs:

� the maximum capped degree for the Raptor degree distribution dmax;

� the variable µ used in the degree distribution design;

� the expected un-decoded fraction of message symbols ς;

� the recommended LDPC code-rate r;

� the number of encoded symbols m necessary to decode the (1 − ς)n
fraction of message symbols.

The LDPC's code-rate can be selected and the simulator will then create a
parity-check matrix H to be used in the LDPC pre-code. A H-matrix will be
generate according to this speci�cation. This H-matrix can be modi�ed (in
terms of r) to produce more robust LDPC codes � especially for smaller code
lengths. A predetermined matrix can also be given as input. The maximum
number of iterations can also be adjusted, although 30 is recommended for the
speci�ed message range. The generator matrix G is then determined, which
concludes the pre-code design phase. The designed LDPC code is scalable
within the message range 100− 1024.

The DE evaluation technique is added in the simulator to assist the designer
in selecting a proper ε, for a given message size. The LP uses the selected
parameters as inputs to optimise the PDD. Each PDD weight is normalised
to obtain an appropriate degree distribution for the speci�c design. Using
the asymptotic �nite length analysis, a range of ε values can be to investigate
to determine the decoding failure as a function of the fraction of un-decoded
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symbols. The LP optimisation allows for scalability, since it is independent of
the message length.

A random binary message of length k is generated and encoded by the
LDPC pre-code, creating the codeword c of length n as explained in sec-
tion 2.2.3 and section 2.3.3. This codeword is then passed on to the inner
LT code and encoded as described in section 2.3.2. Random erasures are in-
troduced to the transmitted packets to incorporate noise in a communication
system. Note that no modulation or demodulation is performed, since we are
not interested in quantised channel information. All algorithms used in this
simulator are based on hard-decision computations.

The receiver gathers encoded packets until an estimated message E of
length m has been received and the LT decoder starts decoding. BP is used in
the Raptor code, which then decodes a fraction of the codeword, represented
by c∗. When there are no more degree-one symbols available, the decoder
stops and passes the codeword on to the LDPC decoder. This �nal stage in
the decoding process will attempt to decode c∗. After the maximum number
of iterations is reached, or the stopping criterion satis�ed, the decoded c∗ is
compared to our initial message of length k, to determine whether decoding
was successful.

If erasures still exist in the codeword, the simulator can be set up so that
the receiver receives more encoded packets until the decoding is complete.
Note that for such implementations, a feedback channel in the communications
link is necessary in order to send a stop message. The simulator allows for
scalable designs to assist the SensLAB community with multiple practically
implementable solutions, which can accommodate other network coding, or
protocol related strategies. The simulator outputs, required for a Raptor code
implementation in SensLAB, are summarised below:

1. the message length � n,

2. the code-rate � r,

3. the parity check matrix � H,

4. the generator matrix � G,

5. the LP optimised PDD � Omega,

6. the estimated number of symbols necessary for decoding � m.

Each part of the design can be set up in the simulator to analyse di�erent
performance aspects. As shown in section 3.4.1 and section 3.4.3 it is good
practice to perform a unit test on the LDPC and LT codes individually before
�nal Raptor code integration. After desirable results have been obtained in
each unit test, the codes can be integrated and evaluated. There are many dif-
ferent ways of testing Raptor codes. The most relevant however is to evaluate
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the overhead-failure performance, and the universality property over a range
of erasure probabilities. In other words, how many output symbols are neces-
sary to decode the original message, and how does the introduction of noise
in�uence those overhead requirements. These evaluations will be considered
in the next chapter to investigate the performance of the presented designed
codes.

3.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, the design steps for erasure-resilient LT codes and Raptor
codes were provided. Initially, two decoding strategies were considered for the
LT code: BP decoding and GE decoding. A design framework was devel-
oped to test the overhead and decoding failure rates of each decoding strategy.
Each decoding strategy was evaluated by comparison to its theoretical bounds,
as this provides insight into its expected performance and validates the algo-
rithms. Various statistical tools were used to analyse the algorithms to con�rm
its functionality.

Pseudo code of the encoding and decoding strategies were presented. The
design framework was setup as an evaluation platform to determine the over-
head of each decoding strategy. Three di�erent message lengths were identi�ed
as possible candidates for SensLAB implementation.

The design of a Raptor code was also presented. The Raptor code is a
concatenated code that consists of a LDPC pre-code and a LT code. Typical
decoding strategies for the LDPC code could not be used, since appropriate
channel information is not available. An erasure-correcting message-passing
algorithm was considered instead. In addition, typical parity-check matrices
and typical degree distributions could not be used for the Raptor code de-
sign. Moreover, a parity-check matrix and an accompanying optimised degree
distribution was required, which a�orded a thorough treatment. As such, a
preliminary evaluation of the result from each design technique needed to be
carried out.

A high-rate irregular parity-check matrix was designed by using a poly-
nomial recommended by Shokrollahi and the PEG algorithm introduced by
MacKay. This matrix was evaluated over an erasure channel to determine if
its error-correcting capability conforms to the design criteria. It was shown
that the algorithm is capable of constructing parity-check matrices for small
message lengths and performs well for the purpose of our implementation in
SensLAB. In addition, the designed LDPC code can also serve as a FEC strat-
egy on its own. The PDD was designed accordingly by using a LP optimisation
technique and evaluated by using the DE method. Furthermore, the PDD was
evaluated with the BP decoding algorithm to determine if it conforms to its
expected theoretical performance.
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The next chapter will focus on the erasure-correcting performance of the
LT code and Raptor code over a spectrum of random erasures and discuss
further implementation considerations.
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Figure 3.22: Flow diagram of simulator
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Chapter 4

Results

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a summary of the main objectives, the collected results from
simulations and a statistical analysis of the results is presented to evaluate
and discuss the performance of the designed codes. The objectives, taken
from chapter 1, will brie�y be restated explaining the rationale behind each
experiment. Most of the results will be presented by �gures, followed by a
table of descriptive statistics to avoid possible misinterpretation. Discussions
and conclusions will be presented separately from the results.

In accordance to the motivation and the research methodology, presented
in the beginning of this thesis, the aim of this study was to investigate a pos-
sible Fountain code forward error correction (FEC) strategy for the SensLAB
platform. The SensLAB platform, the fundamental theoretical constructs of
channel models, channel capacity theory, and Fountain code theory was inves-
tigated and analysed in an e�ort to identify a feasible candidate coding scheme.
A channel model known as the binary erasure channel (BEC) was selected as
a suitable channel model for the SensLAB platform, and served as a Foun-
tain code design reference with regard to the associated decoding schemes.
Ultimately, two candidate Fountain codes were identi�ed as a possible FEC
strategy: a LT code and a Raptor code.

A study of the SensLAB platform revealed that the sensor node resources
are rather limited; and the communication layers can only accommodate short
message frames. Furthermore, the communicated data between sensor nodes
will most often consist of smaller message packages, constituted by measure-
ments from the sensors. In contrast, the presented theory on Fountain codes
is clear on the e�ciency of the codes at very large message sizes. There-
fore, special optimisation techniques and supplementary algorithms needed to
be utilised to overcome possible ine�ciencies, or ultimately FEC failure at
shorter message sizes � particularly for the Raptor code design.

The results from the techniques and algorithms, used during the design of
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the candidate codes, was presented and evaluated in chapter 3. The prelim-
inary results presented in that chapter served as a design guide (with regard
to sensible parameter selections for SensLAB), which indicated that the de-
signs were in-line with the presented theory. The literature was meticulously
adhered to considering each step of each of the FEC code developments.

Two decoding schemes were identi�ed for the LT code: Belief propagation
(BP) decoding and Gaussian elimination (GE) decoding. These two decoding
schemes were evaluated in terms of shorter message sizes; in comparison to
their respective expected theoretical behaviour. In both cases the decoding
algorithms performed as expected.

A Raptor code was also identi�ed as a possible candidate FEC strategy
for SensLAB and designed according to the literature. However, two addi-
tional techniques were introduced to allow for a scalable high-rate irregular
H-matrix design, and a supplementary optimised probabilistic degree distri-
bution (PDD). Moreover, isolated evaluations of both these techniques were
conducted and compared to their respective theoretical expectations. Linear
programming (LP) optimisation and Density evolution (DE) was used to de-
sign and evaluate the expected performance of the PDD. The progressive edge
growth (PEG) algorithm was used to generate the H-matrices. Conceptually,
it was shown that these design techniques complemented each other, since it
produced a functional interplay between the generation of un-decoded symbols
and the decoding of such.

This chapter will evaluate the candidate code's performance over an esti-
mated communication channel as a �nal veri�cation of its operation. Each
code will be evaluated by transmission over a modelled BEC channel. Fur-
thermore, these results will indicate whether the designed codes comply with
the rateless- and universality property, indicative of a true Fountain code. In
addition, the evaluation of a reliable overhead estimate is required for im-
plemetation consideration in SensLAB.

For each candidate code the results are provided for three di�erent frame
sizes to showcase the design framework's scalability across di�erent frame sizes,
and to evaluate the varying e�ciency in terms of frame size and overhead.

4.2 LT Codes

In this section, results from the three designed LT codes are presented. Three
candidate LT codes with di�erent message sizes (k = 100, 500 and 1000) was
designed for SensLAB. The overhead performance and the erasure correcting
performance of these three candidate codes will be presented. Furthermore,
it will be shown that the larger LT code (k = 1000) outperforms its smaller
counterparts. Moreover, all three designed candidate LT codes conform to the
rateless- and universality property of a true Fountain code.
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According to the literature, presented in section 2.1.2 - 2.1.4, the LT code
can be considered as maximum distance separable (MDS) over the BEC. There-
fore, the overhead σ is a very important measure of its performance with regard
to its potential for the resource limited SensLAB hardware. The overhead is
de�ned as the number of encoded symbols that need to be collected by the re-
ceiver in order to successfully recover the source message symbols. In �gure 4.1
the overhead performance of the three LT codes are shown. In (a) - (c), the
overhead distributions are illustrated for each LT code (k = 100, k = 500 and
k = 1000) � with an additional kernel �t to accentuate the trend of the over-
head. For each simulation the Robust soliton PDD was used with parameter
pair: c = 0.1 and δ = 0.99. In (d) - (f), the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) is plotted to indicate the probability at which the overhead distribu-
tion can be found under a certain value. Each experiment was performed 1000
times. These three tests demonstrate that the Robust Soliton PDD, coupled
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Figure 4.1: Overhead performance of the three candidate LT codes.

with the BP decoder, can provide some means of estimating the overhead to
within reliable bounds. The overhead distribution, from the Robust Soliton
PDD, is much more regular around the mean at higher frame sizes i.e., (b) and
(c). It is also clear that the Robust Soliton PDD performs more e�ciently at
higher frame sizes, in terms of overhead. All three distributions are positively
skewed, however, it becomes less pronounced at (b) and (c). When compar-
ing these results to their theoretical expectations in �gure 3.5 (c = 0.1 and
δ = 0.99), it is clear that the expected overhead becomes increasingly inaccu-
rate at lower message frames (i.e., k = 100). This paradox will be explained
in section 4.4.
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In �gure 4.2, a boxplot of the overhead performance of the three LT codes is
presented. This �gure illustrates the outliers, adjacent values, median, quar-
tiles, and the maximum and minimum values of the overhead for each LT
code. A summary of these results are given in table 4.1, which quantitatively
describes the main features of the three LT codes. All the presented descriptive
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Figure 4.2: Overhead performance summary of the three candidate LT codes.

statistics, indicative of the overhead, shows a decreasing trend as k increases.
Therefore, the e�ciency and reliability of the LT code increases as k increases.

Table 4.1: Descriptive statistics summary of the three candidate LT codes.

k 100 500 1000

Outliers 40 34 30
max 1.03 0.48 0.40

Upper-adjacent 0.60 0.31 0.24
3de-Quartile 0.40 0.23 0.18

median 0.32 0.19 0.16
1st-Quartile 0.26 0.17 0.14

Lower-adjacent 0.11 0.09 0.09
min 0.11 0.09 0.09

A summary of the overhead performance between the two decoding schemes
is indicated in table 4.2. Overhead results from the evaluation of the Gaussian
decoder in section 3.3.3 is compared to the overhead results (from the CDFs)
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from the BP decoder in �gure 4.1. From these �gures and the table it is clear
that the Gaussian decoder outperforms the BP decoder by a large margin in
terms of overhead.

Table 4.2: Summarised results for the three LT codes using Belief propagation
and Gaussian elimination decoding.

Belief Propagation Decoding

k 100 500 1000
N 180 680 1250
σ 0.8 0.36 0.26

Gaussian Elimination Decoding

k 100 500 1000
N 110 507 1005
σ 0.100 0.014 0.005

The erasure correcting capability of the three designed LT codes was also
tested. The graphs in �gure 4.3 present the normalised results of the LT codes
over a modulated BEC channel model as explained in de�nition 2.2 in sec-
tion 2.1.2. All three candidate LT codes were tested to determine whether
they remain rateless over a spectrum of erasure probabilities p. In this test,
the encoder sends a stream of the encoded symbols. Random erasures are in-
troduced based on the erasure probability while the decoder successively runs
the BP decoding algorithm until decoding is completed. The decoded mes-
sage is compared to the original message to validate successful decoding. The
number of encoded symbols are then recorded for each erasure probability p.
The result of this experiment is indicated by the average number of symbols
required for successful recovery, and the upper and lower standard deviation
bars to evaluate the �uctuations. A summary of the erasure channel perfor-
mance of the three LT codes is presented in table 4.3. The average symbols
and standard deviation is provided for the erasure probabilities ranging from
0− 0.5.

From the simulations shown in �gure 4.3, it is clear that: as the erasure
probability increases, the decoder will require more encoded symbols to recover
the original message, since the number of erased symbols (dropped packets)
also increases. This relationship should indicate a linear response over the
entire erasure probability range in order for the universality property to apply.
The presented results do indicate a linear response trend over the entire erasure
probability range. However, at k = 100 the universality property becomes
more sporadic.
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Figure 4.3: Erasure channel performance of the three LT codes.

Table 4.3: Summarised erasure channel performance of the three LT code.

k = 100
p 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

E(N) 132.9 142.2 151.6 167.7 171.3 182.5
std(N) 10.3 14.8 7.8 9.5 9.9 9.0

k = 500
p 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

E(N) 598.5 652.6 701.6 744.8 807.8 852.1
std(N) 27.3 27.1 26.1 27.1 25.1 24.3

k = 1000
p 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

E(N) 1165.8 1271.6 1387.8 1452.6 1574.4 1687.7
std(N) 17.1 21.0 24.2 25.1 21.6 22.6

4.3 Raptor Codes

In this section, results from the three designed Raptor codes are presented.
Three candidate Raptor codes with di�erent message sizes (n = 100, 500 and
1000) was designed for the SensLAB. The overhead performance and the era-
sure correcting performance of these three candidate codes will be presented.
Furthermore, it will be shown that the larger Raptor code (n = 1000) outper-
forms its smaller counterparts. Moreover, all three designed candidate Raptor
codes conform to the rateless- and universality property of a true Fountain
code.

According to the literature, presented in section 2.1.2 - 2.1.4 and sec-
tion 2.3.3, the Raptor code can be considered as maximum distance separable
(MDS) over the BEC. Therefore, the overhead σ is a very important measure
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Table 4.4: Parameter selection summary of the three candidate Raptor codes.

n 100 500 1000

ε 0.58 0.26 0.18

v v1 = 2
5
, v2 = 3

5
v1 = 2

5
, v2 = 3

5
v1 = 2

5
, v2 = 3

5

h h3 = 1 h13 = 1 h20 = 1

r 0.76 0.84 0.82

m 130 566 1091

PDD Ωa Ωb Ωc

H-matrix H1 H3 H2

Estimated σ 0.3 0.13 0.09

of its performance with concern to a SensLAB implementation. The overhead
is de�ned as the number of encoded symbols that need to be collected by the
receiver in order to recover the source message symbols at high probability.

A summary of the design parameters selected for these three codes are
indicated in table 4.4.

In �gure 4.4 the overhead performance of the three Raptor codes are shown.
In (a) - (c), the overhead distributions are illustrated for each Raptor code
(n = 100, n = 500 and n = 1000) � with an additional kernel �t to accentu-
ate the trend of the data. The designed H-matrices from section 3.4.1, and the
optimised PDDs from table 3.2 in section 3.4.2 was used in the design of the
three candidate Raptor codes. In (d) - (f), the CDF is plotted to indicate the
probability at which the overhead distribution can be found under a certain
value. Each experiment was performed 1000 times. These three tests demon-
strate that the inner LT code, coupled with the BP decoder, and the outer
LDPC code, coupled with the erasure-correcting BP decoder, can provide some
means of estimating the overhead to within reliable bounds. The optimised
PDD coupled with the PEG algorithm allows the Raptor code to exhibit much
more regular overhead around the mean at higher frame sizes i.e., (b) and (c).
It is also clear that the Raptor code performs more e�ciently at these higher
frame sizes, in terms of overhead. All three distributions are positively skewed,
however, it becomes less pronounced at (b) and (c). When comparing these
results to their theoretical expectations in table 4.4, it is clear that the ex-
pected overhead, m, are very close to the actual simulated overheads for all
three designed Raptor codes.

In �gure 4.5, a boxplot of the overhead performance of the three Raptor
codes is presented. This �gure illustrates the outliers, adjacent values, me-
dian, quartiles, and the maximum and minimum values of the overhead for
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Figure 4.4: Overhead performance of the three candidate Raptor code.

each Raptor code. A summary of these results are given in table 4.5, which
quantitatively describes the main features of the three Raptor codes.
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Figure 4.5: Overhead performance summary of the three candidate Raptor
codes.

Most of the presented descriptive statistics, indicative of the overhead,
shows a decreasing trend as n increases apart from a few outliers. There-
fore, the e�ciency and reliability of the Raptor code increases as n increases.
The erasure correcting capability of the three designed Raptor codes was also
tested. The graphs in �gure 4.6 present the normalised results of the Rap-
tor codes over a modulated BEC channel model as explained in de�nition 2.2
in section 2.1.2. All three candidate Raptor codes were tested to determine
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Table 4.5: Descriptive statistics summary of the three candidate Raptor codes.

n 100 500 1000

Outliers 2 8 13
max 0.46 0.24 0.12

Upper-adjacent 0.3 0.14 0.09
3de-Quartile 0.15 0.08 0.05

median 0.09 0.06 0.04
1st-Quartile 0.04 0.04 0.03

Lower-adjacent 0 0 0
min 0 0 0
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Figure 4.6: Erasure channel performance for the three candidate Raptor codes.

whether they remain rateless over a spectrum of erasure probabilities p. In this
test the encoder sends a stream of the encoded symbols. Random erasures are
introduced based on the erasure probability while the two decoders succes-
sively runs the BP decoding algorithms (LT code decoding and LDPC code
decoding) until decoding is completed. The decoded message is compared to
the original message to validate successful decoding. The number of encoded
symbols are then recorded for each erasure probability p. The result of this
experiment is indicated by the average number of symbols required for suc-
cessful recovery, and the upper and lower standard deviation bars to evaluate
the �uctuations.

A summary of the erasure channel performance of the three Raptor codes is
presented in table 4.6. The average symbols and standard deviation is provided
for the erasure probabilities ranging from 0− 0.5.

From the simulations shown in �gure 4.6, it is clear that: as the erasure
probability increases, the decoder will require more encoded symbols to recover
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Table 4.6: Erasure channel performance of Raptor code.

n = 100
p 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

E(N) 108.8 120.2 128.5 143.2 148.5 159.9
std(N) 6.9 7.2 8.2 6.4 6.2 7.1

n = 500
p 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

E(N) 628.5 686 735.8 779.7 831.6 878
std(N) 16.6 9.7 18.4 17.8 21.4 17.9

n = 1000
p 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

E(N) 1048.0 1138.4 1244.4 1341.0 1432.0 1534.2
std(N) 13.0 18.5 25.8 8.8 24.1 15.5

the original message, since the number of erased symbols (dropped packets)
also increases. This relationship should indicate a linear response over the
entire erasure probability range in order for the universality property to apply.
The presented results do indicate a linear response over the entire erasure
probability range.

In accordance to the design in section 3.4.1 - 3.4.3, it turns out that the
PEG algorithm works well at shorter message frames (n = 100), which is a
favoured outcome, since the inner LT code struggles with consistent decoding
at smaller lengths. In this case, the PEG algorithm was used to create a H-
matrix of a slightly lower code-rate (see table 4.4). This allowed the outer
LDPC code to �x more erasures introduced by the channel, and the LT code's
un-decoded symbol irregularities.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, the results of the two candidate group FEC codes for SensLAB
were presented. These included results from an overhead performance test and
an erasure channel performance test. The data produced from these tests were
inspected by using descriptive statistical tools. Moreover, a kernel smoother
function was added to the histograms to help determine whether any irregu-
larities existed in the data distribution, and to help indicate possible skewness
of the data distribution. An accompanying empirical distribution function
(the CDF plots) was also provided. This function estimates the true under-
lying CDF of the data and was used to determine the overhead necessary for
complete decoding (at a probability of 1).
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Figure 4.7: Overhead performance summary of all three candidate Fountain
codes.

A summary of the expected overhead performance of the two LT code
decoders and the Raptor code is given in �gure 4.7. The LT code performance
of the two decoding schemes (GE and BP), and the Raptor code performance
is shown. The overhead values at the three di�erent message sizes for each
code is presented. These overhead values were taken from the CDF graphs
in �gure 3.6 - 3.8 and �gure 4.1 and �gure 4.4 at 1 convergence (where the
highest likelihood is for successful decoding).

From this summarised overhead performance it is clear that the LT code
using GE decoding outperforms the other two codes by a large margin in
terms of σ. In addition, the overhead fraction for the GE decoder decreases
signi�cantly as the message size increases (from n = 100 to n = 1000), in
comparison to the other two codes. The GE overhead performance is used
here as an indication of near-optimal performance behaviour of a Fountain
code. Furthermore, it is shown that the Raptor code outperforms the the LT
code, that uses the BP decoding, over all three message sizes. However, it
does not perform near optimal compared to the GE curve over these shorter
message sizes.

The lower e�ciency for smaller message frames may be explained by the
law of large numbers (LLN). This is what complicates the transition from
the theory to the actual practical and e�cient constructs of Fountain codes
that uses BP decoding. The LLN is a theorem that describes the result of
performing the same experiment a large number of times. In accordance to the
theorem, more trials will result in tighter bounds (less deviation) around the
mean value of the result of the experiment. In other words, at smaller message
frames less samples are taken from the PDDs, which makes it less likely to
perform as initially designed (according to the theory). In general, this breaks
down the theoretical estimations on Fountain codes using BP decoding alone.
Concretely, for larger message frames more samples are taken from the PDDs
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resulting in tighter bounds around the expected performance, and results in
higher e�ciency and reliability (see �gure 3.4). This e�ect can be seen by
examining �gure 4.1 and �gure 4.4, and table 4.1 and table 4.5. In the case of
the Raptor code the outer LDPC code can be set up to remedy this issue as
shown in this thesis.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions, Contributions and

Recommendations

5.1 Conclusions

The work described in this thesis, set out to identify a possible FEC strat-
egy for the SensLAB platform. The candidate FEC code needed to conform
to the SensLAB infrastructure constraints, and provide possible extended net-
work related applications for the SensLAB community. An investigation of the
SensLAB hardware, available embedded operating systems, and available soft-
ware, revealed that these sensor nodes have limited energy consumption, low
memory, modest computational resources, and limited transport layer frame
sizes.

A literature study was presented, which considered two possible channel
models for SensLAB, and their accompanying channel capacity performance
bounds. The BEC approach (erasure-resilient) was selected as it a�orded sim-
plicity and low computational requirements with regard to a suitable decoding
algorithm for SensLAB. Moreover, this channel model do not require quanti-
�ed signal-reception information, which poses di�culty in obtaining that from
the current sensor node radio modules.

Traditional coding schemes were considered, however, such strategies rely
on ARQ feedback resources when a frame is corrupt beyond the correction
capability of the FEC scheme. Furthermore, these kind of implementations
exhibit high computational complexity with regard to the encoding and de-
coding algorithms, and do not accommodate network coding related extensions
for the SensLAB community. As a result, these arguments motivated an in-
vestigation for alternative modern FEC schemes, such as LDPC codes and
Fountain codes.

A literature study on LDPC codes and Fountain codes were presented.
These codes are characterised by sparse graphical representations and predis-
posed to rigorous analysis, speci�cally with regard to their decoding mech-
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anisms. Two FEC strategies were identi�ed for SensLAB: a LT code and a
Raptor code. It was shown that both these codes can be considered as MDS
over the BEC channel, and as such, their overhead fraction is considered as
an important performance indication. Concretely, it was shown that Fountain
codes are considered as asymptotically optimal and require very large message
sizes to realise their theoretical expectations. As a consequence the general
consensus view on smaller message sized Fountain codes, in a practical set-
ting, seem unappealing � as performance estimations for smaller messages
are more complicated, and not really feasible in terms of e�ciency. This fact
was kept in mind throughout the design process of the candidate FEC codes
for SensLAB.

Two possible decoding mechanisms were considered for the LT code: belief
propagation (BP) decoding and Gaussian elimination (GE) decoding. It was
shown that the latter can produce exceptionally low overheads, however, it is
computationally expensive and not recommended for SensLAB at higher mes-
sage sizes. The BP decoding mechanism produced higher overheads, however,
it relies on a low complexity iterative decoding algorithm, which favours the
SensLAB's hardware restrictions. The theoretical bounds on decoding over-
head as a function of the decoding failure probability were compared to actual
simulations to determine the accuracy of these estimates at smaller message
frames.

The presented LT code, coupled with the BP decoder, required large over-
heads (introducing high encoding and decoding computation) and the results
indicated a sporadic trend in the produced overhead distributions. This may
have unacceptable consequences for SensLAB, since it can introduce redundant
and unexpected data transmissions between nodes. This will in all probability
cause problems in an energy and communications constrained environment.
A Raptor code design was considered to alleviate this tendency, although a
standard Raptor code design procedure could not be used for the SensLAB.
Nonetheless, two methods were identi�ed and used by generalising and adapt-
ing standard LT code and LDPC code analyses, which have proven useful in
formulating a functional, and close to near optimal small message size Rap-
tor code. In addition, these methods allowed the Raptor code to be scalable
over a range of three di�erent message sizes, which will bene�t the SensLAB
community in terms of application adaptability.

Results indicated that the Raptor code (in all three cases) ensures a more
regular and more e�cient decoding process than its counterpart, the LT code.
The Raptor code was designed to have a more constant decoding overhead,
which lowers its computational complexity, and increases its reliability in terms
of symbol overhead. The increase in e�ciency is accomplished by relaxing the
requirement of the inner LT code (see section 3.4.2 and section 3.4.3), where
only a fraction of the input symbols need to be recovered. The extended
pre-coding (LDPC code) allows for the supplementary erasure-correction ca-
pability (see section 3.4.1). Subsequently, the outer LDPC code can be utilised
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as a FEC strategy on its own (depending on the SensLAB application require-
ments), but will require a supplementary ARQ scheme. However, the key
property making Fountain codes so attractive for SensLAB is that: for ev-
ery erasure probability any set of received encoded symbols can be used to
replicate the original message. This was a key result from the designed Rap-
tor codes as both the rateless- and universality property were still validated,
considering the supplementary design techniques. Conceptually, this can be a
favoured outcome in terms of functionality in a wireless sensor network (WSN)
environment.

When considering the SensLAB hardware it was seen that the transceiver
modem is capable of providing error-free frames to the application layer, since
it has built-in cycle redundancy check (CRC) detection. From the available
operating systems and accompanying software, the Contiki OS coupled with
the uIP stack seems eminently suitable to host the designed codes. These
platforms were speci�cally designed for networking applications, and is capable
of threading to host the decoding algorithm. The protothread library coupled
with the uIP stack allows for UDP implementation over the application layer,
or the Rime stack can allow for the codes to be implemented through individual
modules such as abc, broadcast, unicast, or stunicast.

These available SensLAB options may allow for the integration of Fountain
codes. Alternatively, each of the designed candidate codes can be modi�ed
by using the methods and techniques provided in this thesis. The presented
design framework permits this kind of scalability within reasonable parameter
settings.

5.2 Applications related contributions

This thesis has addressed a unique design framework that can be suitably
con�gured to develop LT codes and Raptor codes of variable lengths; to ac-
commodate applications that require speci�c transport frame sizes over the
application layer of SensLAB.

The research area of Fountain codes is still relatively new and many un-
touched topics concerned with the utilisation of their properties, in a practical
network setting (i.e., network coding), still require exploration. This thesis ad-
dressed the problem of a Fountain code design, particularly in the context of a
WSN setting, applicable to the SensLAB platform, in an e�ort to support such
attempts. Moreover, a contribution was made by creating a design framework
capable of producing a close to near optimal short message size Raptor codes,
and a simulator that can evaluate its performance. The underlying princi-
ples and conceptual statements of the codes were considered throughout the
design process, and evaluated in isolation before �nal integration in the sim-
ulator. The presented parameters were considered critical, and evaluated to
ensure high performing implementations for SensLAB. The work done under
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this project did not necessarily set out to expand the very interesting theoret-
ical base for Fountain codes, as described by key researchers. The simulations
and tests produced in Matlab script during this project, can now be quite eas-
ily applied by other platform users, by simply translating the required scripts
into appropriate node coding.

It was shown that the PEG algorithm coupled with a LP optimisation
technique can produce high performing short message length Raptor codes,
which can provide a more e�cient and practical candidate Fountain code for
SensLAB. This version still conforms to the rateless- and universality proper-
ties indicative of a true Fountain code.

Current focus by researchers using SensLAB, is on energy e�cient routing
techniques. Currently, fairly simple BSC related FEC coding is implemented
in some cases to increase e�ciencies in a typically constrained WSN environ-
ment. The work done under this project did not necessarily intend to expand
on the very interesting Fountain coding theory developed by key researchers.
However, not too much of this work has �ltered through to the applications
domain yet. The practical availability of a set of tested and optimised modern
BEC codes as herein developed, will provide a new set of tools for use by WSN
researchers utilising the SensLAB platform. It should certainly enhance and
assist these general research e�orts.

5.3 Recommendations for Future Work

The presented Fountain codes show many possibilities for SensLAB and other
similar test environments, in terms of distributed and decentralised networks,
including broadcasting and multicasting capabilities. The presented results
concerned only a point-to-point transmission over a BEC channel environment
and should be accompanied by the appropriate protocols available in the Rime
stack. This will enable a point-to-multipoint transmission environment where
a sender node can transmit data across the network to multiple node receivers.
In such a setting the rateless- and universal properties of Fountain codes will
come in handy; and will provide reliability in a scalable way. The same goes
for a multipoint-to-multipoint transmission scenario, where a group of sender
nodes, each possessing a piece of information, and a group of receiver nodes
connected to a subset of those senders, receive the information (i.e., a peer-to-
peer network environment).

In many cases, even though there is no back-channel in the transmission
channel that is used for FEC, there are other back channels on the receiving
devices, e.g., they can receive through broadcast but also communicate back
through unicast. In other cases this is not possible and depends on the use
case of the application. These schemes will depend on the protocol design. No
feedback is simpler to manage and targeted for applications where feedback
is not available, e.g., broadcast or multicast transmissions. The speci�c chan-
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nel model applicable has, however, to be kept in mind. Here is an example
of a proposed broadcasting network setup for SensLAB: Let n1 denote the
transmitting node, and ni a set of receiver nodes. The nodes are con�gured
with the broadcasting, neighbour discovery and runicast (the robust version of
unicast) protocols from the provided Rime stack. When n1 streams data to
its ni neighbouring nodes, each of the ni nodes will be exposed to uniquely
varying channel conditions that will evidently result in unique packet loss for
each node. However, n1 keeps broadcasting its encoded symbols until all of
its known neighbours (using neighbour discovery) have replied with a stopping
bit (using runicast), or until a maximum number of transmissions have been
reached (N × z, where z ≥ 1).

Many other combinations of the Rime stack protocols can be set up to
develop new network protocols. This motivates further research e�orts to be
directed to the implementation of the proposed candidate Fountain codes on
SensLAB to extend the current network protocol to more feature-full applica-
tion. From the presented Fountain codes, the larger message frame implemen-
tations for the LT- and Raptor code is recommended, due to their asymptoti-
cally optimal nature.
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Appendix A

A.1 Raptor Degree Distributions and Density

Evolution

The popular degree distribution, proposed by Shokrollahi in [8, 22], serve as a
good reference to explain the ideal decoding behaviour when using analytical
tools such as Density evolution (DE), and optimisation tools such as linear
programming (LP). The degree distribution below was developed by Shokrol-
lahi by using similar LP optimisation techniques as described in the design
section.

Ω(x) = 0.007969 + 0.49357x2 + 0.1662x3 + 0.072646x4+

0.082558x5 + 0.056058x8 + 0.037229x9+

0.05559x19 + 0.025023x65 + 0.003135x66

This degree distribution was derived to ensure that the decoding process
will continue with high probability until it has recovered all but a fraction ς
of the intermediate symbols. In this case, ς was chosen to be 0.01.

E�cient Raptor codes with good �nite length behaviour usually have a
message length in the order of 50000 or even much larger. This example
will be concerned with a typical value for the message length, k = 65536.
Figure A.1(a) shows the plots of the function 1 − x − e(1+ε)Ω′(x) for multiple
values of ε. From this �gure it is clear that the decoding will fail prematurely if
ε is chosen below 0.002. Asymptotically it is shown that this degree distribution
can a�ord an overhead somewhere between 0.002k and 0.01k.

Another parameter that becomes more pronounced with larger message
lengths is the positive design parameter c. The larger c gets, the more likely
it will be for the decoder to succeed in decoding all except the fraction ς of

intermediate symbols. The plot of 1 − x − e(1+ε)Ω′(x) − c
√

1−x
k

for di�erent c

values are given in �gure A.1(b). The value c = 2.5 intersect the x-axis fairly
early, and will therefore not be a reliable choice. The inequality condition
can be manipulated by using an appropriate c value, and adapting the degree
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Figure A.1: Density evolution for Ω(x)

Table A.1: Raptor distributions for various design values of k and ε.

k 65 536 80 000 100 000 120 000

Ω1 0.007969 0.007544 0.006495 0.004807
Ω2 0.493570 0.493610 0.495044 0.496472
Ω3 0.166220 0.166458 0.168010 0.166912
Ω4 0.072646 0.071243 0.067900 0.073374
Ω5 0.082558 0.084913 0.089209 0.082206
Ω8 0.056058 0.049633 0.041731 0.057471
Ω9 0.037229 0.043365 0.050162 0.035951
Ω18 0 0 0 0.001167
Ω19 0.055590 0.045231 0.038837 0.054305
Ω20 0 0.010157 0.015537 0
Ω65 0.025023 0 0 0.018235
Ω66 0.003135 0.010479 0.016298 0.009100
Ω67 0 0.017365 0.010777 0

ε 0.038 0.035 0.028 0.02
a 5.87 5.91 5.85 5.83

distribution to enable optimal asymptotic behaviour. Table A.1 gives a good
indication of several optimised degree distributions also found in [8, 22]. These
distributions were designed by Shokrollahi using similar methods as presented
in this thesis. The average degree is represented by the variable a.
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